INTRODUCTION
How To Use This Index

This index to articles includes subjects, authors, and cases in one alphabetical arrangement. All signed articles, plus selected additional ones, are included. Kentucky Bench and Bar was known as Kentucky State Bar Journal from volume 1, 1936, through volume 35, July, 1971, and as the Kentucky Bar Journal from volume 35, October, 1971, through volume 38, 1974.

Alphabetical listings, by title, of articles dealing with particular subjects, followed by the authors' last names, the volumes, page numbers on which articles begin, and month and year of journals may be found by subject heading, as in the sample entry below:

LEGAL EDUCATION, CONTINUING

The article above, "Continuing legal education in Louisville and Jefferson county," may be found in volume 23, page 109 of the March, 1959 issue of Kentucky State Bar Journal. The same article may also be found under the author, e.g.,

MARSHALL, DANIEL T., JR.
Continuing legal education in Louisville and Jefferson county 23:109 Mar '59

Subject headings are frequently subdivided, e.g.,

COURTHOUSES -- PRESERVATION
or,
COURTS -- REVISION

Subjects are cross referenced to related topics, or to topics used in the index from one which is not, e.g.,

INTERNATIONAL LAW  See also TREATIES; WAR CRIMES; WORLD LAW
or,
GARNISHMENT  See ATTACHMENT AND GARNISHMENT
Court cases are listed only if an article is written concerning them. They are incorporated in the alphabetical listing, both by plaintiff and by defendant, e.g.,

BUTTERFIELD v. FORRESTER
and,
FORRESTER adv. BUTTERFIELD

Book reviews appear under the book author's name, e.g.,

TAUCHAU, MARY K. BONSTEEL

Journal articles which have been abstracted are listed by subject and the title of the journal, followed by the location in Bench and Bar, e.g.,

ALIEN PROPERTY
Missouri Law Review (abstract) 43:52 Jan '79

The above article on alien property, abstracted from the Missouri Law Review, may be found in Bench and Bar, volume 43, page 52 of the January, 1979 issue.

Portraits and photographs are indexed under names of persons or subjects and include cover portraits, authors of articles, Kentucky Bar Association presidents, and selected group photographs. Portraits of individuals other than those listed above are excluded, unless accompanied by a minimum of one page of text. Portraits of authors who are regular contributors are indexed only once. Examples of picture entries follow:

PALMORE, JOHN S.
Portrait 41:9 Jul '77; 42:cover Jan '78

COURT OF APPEALS (PRE-1976)
Photographs 9:2 Dec '44; 33:cover Jan '69

Entries relate to Kentucky unless otherwise noted. The heading "Court rules," for example, contains a list of articles which pertain to Kentucky courts. Articles of national scope would be headed "Court rules", with a subheading, "United States", e.g.,

COURT RULES -- UNITED STATES

Other items included in the index are obituaries, memorials, and tributes listed under subjects' names, legal and judicial ethics opinions, civil and criminal codes, Kentucky Statutes, Kentucky Revised Statutes by section numbers, Kentucky Rules of Civil Procedure,
Kentucky Rules of Criminal Procedure, and selected tables. No routine announcements or committee reports are indexed. Each entry is listed under the most specific subject possible, e.g., the topic "Pre-trial publicity," is listed under "Pre-trial publicity" rather than the broader term, "Publicity".

E.M.L.
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A.B.A.  See  AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

ABBREVIATIONS
Merely "Inc." won't do  1:14 Mar '37

ABSENCE AND PRESUMPTION OF DEATH
Absentee reappearance: life after death in Kentucky,
by Rouse  46:35 Oct '82

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE  See also CONVEYANCING; DEEDS;
TITLE EXAMINATIONS
Title insurance vs title abstract vs title guaranty,
by Kelley  26:47 Jan '62

ACCELERATED CLAUSES
Columbia Law Review (abstract)  42:56 Jul '78

ACCORD AND SATISFACTION
Creighton Law Review (abstract)  42:50 Oct '78

ACTS  See  KENTUCKY ACTS

AD VALOREM TAX
Ad valorem tax status of annuities, pensions and life
insurance policies in Kentucky, by Castleman  5:22
Sep '41

ADAMS, CHESTER D.
Benefit of clergy in Fayette County  20:129 Jun '56
Farewell, old code!  17:185 Sep '53
Guardian ad litem in divorce cases  9:111 Jun '45
Portrait  17:185 Sep '53

ADAMS, ELDRED E.
Louisa lawyer continues his legal education in
England  9:17 Dec '44

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE  See also COURT ADMINISTRATION;
COURT CONGESTION AND DELAY; COURT OF APPEALS; COURTS;
CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF; DUE PROCESS; JUDGES;
JUDICIAL COUNCILS; PUBLIC DEFENDERS
Access to courts, by Whitmer  40:17 Jul '76
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, continued
The administration of justice is not always for the high and mighty, by Gardner Special edition:83 Jan '72
Bar association aids administration of justice committee study, by Breckinridge 27:46 Sep '63
A bill for state court assistance 30:14 Nov '66
Citizens' responsibilities for the administration of justice, by Breckinridge 27:39 Mar '63
Committee on the administration of justice publishes Kentucky law enforcement study, by Breckinridge 28:48 Jan '64
Junior Bar conference undertakes nationwide survey of judicial administration 4:11 Jun '40
1962 district bar meetings 26:305 Nov '62
Obligation of a judge to the lawyer, by Warren 26:313 Nov '62
Our courts must be an orderly forum, by Kelley 30:29 Nov '66

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW See also ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS; CONSTITUTIONAL LAW; MANDAMUS; MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS; PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
The development of administrative law, by Knight 8:13 Sep '44
How to not get it done in Washington, by Hardison 11:214 Sep '47
The model, state Administrative Procedures Act as viewed by a legislator, by Wyatt 27:38 Nov '63
Practice before Kentucky administrative agencies, by Cullen 11:222 Sep '47

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS
Kentucky's new court system; an overview 41:13 Apr '77

ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS
Administrative control and its limits, by Borowitz 24:127 Mar '60
Recent changes in Kentucky's centralized purchasing system, by Whitesell 28:30 Nov '64
Your administrative regulations program, by Akers 17:71 Mar '53; 17:141 Jun '53, 17:168 Sep '53

ADMIRALTY
Abandonment at sea, by Mack 17:14 Dec '52
Kentucky admiralty 29:20 May '65
Maryland Law Review (abstract) 41:40 Apr '77

ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE
The Shelton murder case, by Redwine 5:18 Mar '41

ADMISSION TO THE BAR See also BAR EXAMINATIONS
Character and the fugacious practitioner, by Bierer 2:19 Jun '38
ADMISSION TO THE BAR, continued

Model Code of rules for admission to practice law, by Francis 33:56 Jul '69

New rules governing admission to the bar, by Russell 9:137 Sep '45

Should the eligibility rules governing applicants for admission to the bar be made more stringent? Two contrary views, by Wood and Wilson 2:14 Mar '38

Synopsis or report of committee on legal education and admission to the bar 3:13 Mar '39

Test for admission to the bar, by Meserve 36:33 Oct '72

What can be done to improve methods of character investigation? by McCormick 3:32 Mar '39

ADVERSARY SYSTEM See also TRIAL PRACTICE
The adversary system today, by Reed Special edition:78 Jan '72

ADVERTISING See LEGAL ETHICS -- ADVERTISING; LEGAL ETHICS -- CANONS; LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS

AGE DISCRIMINATION
Age Discrimination Act: an overview, by Vish 41:13 Jan '77

AGE DISCRIMINATION ACT
Age Discrimination Act: an overview, by Vish 41:13 Jan '77

AGENCY PRACTICE ACT (1965)
Text 30:36 Nov '66
You should know about the Agency Practice Act, by Lenihan 30:36 Nov '66

AGENCY PRACTICE BILL
28:13 Sep '64

AKERS, DEE ASHLEY
Proposed revision of criminal trial proceedings 24:16 Dec '59
Proposed revision of the law of arrest 23:205 Sep '59
Revision of criminal procedure 24:130 Mar '60
Your administrative regulations program 17:71 Mar '53
17:141 Jun '53, 17:168 Sep '53

AKIN, JOHN W.
The model circuit judge 19:115 Mar '55

ALCOHOL-RELATED ACCIDENTS
Jurors don't like alcoholic accidents 31:40 Jan '67

ALCOHOLISM See also DRUG ABUSE
ALCOHOLISM, continued
Contemporary Drug Problems (abstract) 43:46 Jul '79
Kentucky's alcoholism treatment and rehabilitation law:
KRS 222.210-300, effective July 1, 1973, by Brady
37:34 Jul '73
Our brother's keeper? The impaired attorney, by
Welsh 46:22 Oct '82

ALEXANDER, L.B.
Portrait 5:22 Jun '41

ALIEN PROPERTY
Missouri Law Review (abstract) 43:52 Jan '79

ALIMONY
A case of statutory construction; the fault provision
of Kentucky's alimony statute, by Murrell 34:23
Apr '70
Divorce and alimony practice involving soldiers and
sailors, by Redwine 8:22 Mar '44

ALLEN, CHARLES M.
Portrait 38:cover Oct '74

ALLEN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Photograph 23:cover Jun '59

ALLEN, LAFON
Portrait 3:4 Jun '39

ALLEN v. McCURRY
45:9 Jul '81

ALLEY, KAY
Criminal law information service 37:50 Jul '73
Portrait 37:50 Jul '73

ALLISON, JUNIUS L.
The Bar committees on legal aid 22:85 Mar '58

ALTMAN, MARY ANN
A timetable for an office relocation 44:16 Jul '80

AMATO, JAMES G.
Portrait 38:16 Jul '74
Proposed judicial article 38:16 Jul '74

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION See also BAR ASSOCIATIONS;
KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
ABA award: Louisville Times 29:59 Nov '65
American Bar Association, by Vest 7:24 Mar '43
The bar in national defense, by Drake 5:18 Jun '41
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, continued
Canons of professional ethics See JUDICIAL ETHICS;
LEGAL ETHICS
Committee on professional ethics 3:15 Mar '39
House of delegates of the American Bar Association, by
Drake 2:17 Mar '38
Kentucky in the ABA (1966-67) 31:13 Jan '67
A report from the ABA house of delegates, by Kelley
29:19 May '65
Roster of law lists approved, as to 1940 editions,
by the special committee on law lists of the
American Bar Association 4:37 Dec '39

THE AMERICAN BAR CENTER
National headquarters of the legal profession, by
Hyndman 20:119 Jun '56

AMERICAN JUDICATURE SOCIETY
Kentucky hosts 100th American Judicature Society
citizens' conference 38:24 Apr '74
What is the American Judicature Society? 8:19 Dec '43

AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE
Co-operation with American Law Institute 3:13 Mar '39
Organization Problems of Small Business (book review)
20:173 Sep '56
A review of the Kentucky annotations to the American
Law Institute's restatement of the law of contracts
2:21 Jun '38

ANDERSON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Photograph 31:cover Oct '67

ANDERSON, JOHN A.
The malpractice fad 29:14 Nov '65

ANDERSON, Robert B.
You, savings bonds, and America's peace power 22:175
Sep '58

ANDREWS, DAVID M.
Portrait 43:35 Jan '79
Sentence disparities in the Fayette Circuit Court
43:34 Jan '79

ANIMALS, TREATMENT OF
By humane action and law stop cruelty and theft of pets
and animals, by Van Arsdale 31:39 Jan '67

ANTI-SOLICITATION ACT
27:37 Nov '63

APPEARANCE OF IMPROPRIETY See also JUDICIAL ETHICS;
LEGAL ETHICS; MISCONDUCT
35:61 Apr '71
APPELLATE COURTS  See also  COURT OF APPEALS;
KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT; UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT;
Appellate court districts (map) 4:11 Dec '39

APPELLATE PROCEDURE  See also  APPELLATE COURTS;
CIVIL PROCEDURE; COURT OF APPEALS; COURT RULES;
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE; PLEADING; TRIAL PRACTICE
Appellate decision is vital -- appellate procedure unimportant, by Harned 26:163 May '62
Appellate procedure: a fresh approach, by Combs 24:129 Mar '60
Appellate procedure chart and checklist, by Scott 46:32 Jan '82
Checklist: criminal appeals to Court of Appeals, by Haddad 41:10 Apr '77
Controlled Criminal Appeals Project; staff attorneys and Kentucky courts in transition, by Benthall-Nietzel 41:27 Jan '77
Court of Appeals adopts new rule on perfecting appeals 23:130 Jun '59
How to avoid the abortive appeal, by Clay 20:82 Mar '56
Instructions on appeal, by Mills 39:33 Apr '75
Itinerary of a case in the Court of Appeals, by Williams 26:110 Mar '62
Justice for the client and lower malpractice rates for all; a suggestion for appellate procedural reform, by Murrell 42:12 Jan '78
Misconceptions concerning the motion for appeal 24:151 Jun '60
Oral arguments, by Whitmer 40:18 Apr '76
Placing the horse before the cart another proposal for reform, by Green 44:12 Apr '80
Presenting your case to the Court of Appeals, by Clay 16:73 Mar '52
The significance of Civil Rule 54.02, by Clay 21:195 Sep '57
A time chart for Kentucky appellate practice, by Woods 43:13 Oct '79

APPLE, JAMES G.
Lawyer's bills and legislative action the record of the 1968 General Assembly 32:30 Jul '68

APPLEMAN, JOHN ALLAN
Jury verdicts and insurance rates 27:43 Mar '63

APPRAISERS
Expert witnesses in eminent domain, by Hazlett 32:39 Apr '68
Repeal estate appraiser statute, by Kohrman 31:27 Apr '67
Repeal of estate appraiser statute advocated, by Kohrman 30:22 Mar '66
APPRAISERS, continued
Shall mandatory estate appraisers be abolished?
by Kohrman 27:37 Jul '63

ARDERY, WILLIAM BRECKINRIDGE
Charge to the grand jury, April term, 1945 9:103 Jun '45
Obituary 31:41 Oct '67
Portrait 31:41 Oct '67

AREEDA, PHILLIP AND DONALD F. TURNER
Antitrust Law: An Analysis of Antitrust Principles and
Their Application (book review) 42:50 Oct '78

ARIZONA adv. MIRANDA
32:19 Jan '68
32:42 Jul '68

ARMED FORCES See SERVICEMEN'S READJUSTMENT ACT of 1944, VETERANS

ARMSTRONG, MARK F.
The Kentucky Business Corporation Act, KRS 271A:
articles of amendment and restated articles of amendment and restated articles of incorporation
37:20 Jul '73
The Kentucky Business Corporation Act, KRS chapter 271A: articles of incorporation 37:50 Jan '73
The Kentucky Business Corporation Act, KRS chapter 271A: voluntary corporation dissolution 37:22
Apr '73

ARONSON, ROBERT
Attorney-client fee arrangements: regulations and review 46:48 July '82

ARREST See also BAIL
Proposed revision of the law of arrest, by Akers 23.205 Sep '59

ART THEFT
UCLA Law Review (abstract) 45:47 Jul '81

ARTHUR, LINDSAY G.
National Bench Book for Juvenile Courts (book review) 44:57 Apr '80

ASHLAND OIL INC. v. DONAHUE (1976)
42:40 Jan '78

ASSESSMENT See also APPRAISERS
Constitution revision: two subjects under consideration,
by Fleming 29:20 Sep '65
ASSESSMENT, continued
Constitutional limitations on frequency of assessment and legislative control of local rates, by Matthews 13:27 Dec '48
The constitutionality of certain indirect approaches to raising the assessment level, by Stahr 13:38 Dec '48
The new assessment legislation, by Matthews 13:151 Sep '49
Of assessors and assessment districts: Legality of proposed improvements, by Oberst 13:19 Dec '48
Selected constitutional questions concerning the power of the Kentucky General Assembly to revise present methods of assessment and collection of taxes, by Culp 13:33 Dec '48

ATKINS, ORIN E.
Portrait 29:55 Mar '65

ATKINSON, J.D., Jr.
Portrait 27:35 May '63
Trends in state liability for negligence 27:35 May '63, 28:29 Jan '64

ATTACHMENT AND GARNISHMENT
After the judgment, what? by Benton 33:18 Jan '69
Kentucky's new prejudgment seizure law, by Mapother 40:20 Jul '76
The 1970 exemption and garnishment law, by Mapother 34:22 Jul '70
Prejudgment seizure -- Part II, by Mapother 43:23 Apr '79
The verification of attachment affidavits in Kentucky, by Freedland 12:146 Jun '48
Your client and his debt troubles, by White 33:35 Jul '69

ATTORNEY AND CLIENT   See also  LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS; PRACTICE OF LAW
Annual legal check-up, by Coy 26:10 Jan '62
Arizona State Law Journal (abstract) 44:54 Jan '80
Attorney-client fee arrangements: regulation and review, by Aronson 46:48 Jul '82
The bar's best, by Coleman 29:8 Jan '65
How to make your law practice pay, by Stallings 19:179 Sep '55
Importance of proper billing and client reaction, by Tayler 23:165 Jun '59
The Kentucky lawyer's liability on certificates of title 15:24 Dec '50
Missouri Bar releases study on Bar-public attitudes 27:25 Sep '63
Neglect of client's business as basis for disciplinary action, by Haddad 42:10 Apr '78
Proposed clients' security plan 35:46 Apr '71
ATTORNEY AND CLIENT, continued
The satisfied client: key to increased income, by Beck 41:19 Jul '77
Ten rules or commandments for lawyers, by King 45:21 Oct '81

ATTORNEY GENERAL
The AG goes to market 41:14 Apr '77
Attorney General's office initiates new opinion service, by Breckinridge 26:26 Jan '62
Attorney General's page: powers, duties and organization, by Hancock 37:6 Jul '73
Developments in the law as they relate to the office of Attorney General 27:46 Jan '63
Office of the Attorney General and strip mining 26:219 Jul '62
Some of the problems confronting the Attorney General, by Funk 12:136 Jun '48

ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS
Attorney general's office initiates new opinion service 26:26 Jan '62

ATTORNEYS See BLACK LAWYERS; LAWYERS; WOMEN LAWYERS

ATTORNEYS, STAFF See STAFF ATTORNEYS

AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS, EX PARTE
A landmark decision, by Parker 45:7 Jan '81
Lawyer's responsibility to the legal profession, by Whitmer 45:13 Apr '81
Remarks by John S. Palmore before the Senate Commerce Committee, July 15, 1981 45:19 Oct '81

AUSTIN, CYRUS
Price discrimination and related problems under the Robinson-Patman Act (book review) 23:214 Sep '59

AUTOMATION See COMPUTERS; PRACTICE OF LAW -- AUTOMATION

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE See INSURANCE, AUTOMOBILE; INSURANCE, NO-FAULT AUTOMOBILE

AUTOMOBILES
Report of committee on automobile law reform, by Hancock 35:67 Oct '71
Seat belt defenses in brief, by Markham 36:58 Jan '72

AUTOMOBILES, DEFECTIVE
Massachusetts Law Review (abstract) 44:52 Jul '80
AUXIER, JEAN L.
Instructing juries in Kentucky 21:197 Sep '57

AVEDISIAN, MICHAEL
Federal tax administration and procedure 27:27 Jul '63
Formation and work of the taxation committee 26:20 Jan '62
Portrait 26:20 Jan '62

AYER, WILLIAM C., Jr.
Economics and continuing legal education news 36:12 Oct '72
Learning trial advocacy the N.I.T.A. way 37:29 Oct '73
Portrait 36:12 Oct '72

AYERS v. DAVIS
28:25 May '64

BAGBY, C.C.
Old Wilderness Road 8:21 Dec '43
Portrait 8:21 Dec '43

BAGBY, GLENN S.
Contributory negligence on the decline 46:8 Jan '82
Portrait 46:8 Jan '82

BAIL
Bail, by Mills 29:8 Nov '65
Bail and the right to counsel: a comparative British analysis and comment, by Davies 29:25 May '65
Bail bonding reform in Kentucky -- folklore for the indigent defendant, by Dow 40:13 Oct '76
Bail reform, by Kelley 29:35 Sep '65
The bondsman problem, by Funk 19:14 Dec '54
Rcr 3.06: Today's peace bond, by Henley 42:20 Apr '78
This bail bond business 29:58 May '65

BAILEY, CLAY WADE
C. Hl Hill Cheshire 9:156 Sep '45
Hope springs eternal 5:25 Dec '41

BAILEY, F. LEE
Portrait 32:Cover Apr '68

BAILEY, H.F.S.
What can you prove and upon what are you entitled to an instruction under the allegations of your pleadings?
6:18 Mar '42

BALDWIN, GANSON J.
Soldiers' and sailors' civil relief 7:34 Mar '43
BANK SECRECY ACT
39:19 Jul '75

BANKO-KENTUCKY
3:13 Dec '38

BANKRUPT ACT
Conciliation commissioners 2:9 Dec '37

BANKRUPTCY
Bankruptcy and the estate by the entireties, by Lukowsky 27:17 Jul '63
The Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978: an overview 44:8 Jan '80
Commercial Law Journal (abstract) 44:58 Apr '80
Federal exemptions under the Bankruptcy Code, by Mapother 44:12 Jan '80
The Frazier-Lempke Act 2:8 Mar '38
The hearing in bankruptcy, by Kellerman 29:47 Jan '65
United States District Court, Western District of Kentucky in bankruptcy (rule change), by Kellerman 34:19 Oct '70
Wage earner plan, by Griswold 19:104 Mar '55

BANKRUPTCY ACT
Third round table: objections to discharge, by Kellerman 29:37 Mar '65
Wage earner plan, by Griswold 19:104 Mar '55

BANKRUPTCY REFORM ACT (1978)
The Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978: an overview, by Bland 44:8 Jan '80

BANKS AND BANKING
Competency -- confidence -- cooperation 29:10 Sep '65
I spy . . . Your friendly banker versus an unwilling IRS Agent, by Campbell 39:19 Jul '75
Kentucky's New Deal of the 1820's, by Clay 4:16 Dec '39
What does the decision in Frazee v. Trust Companies mean to the law and to the banker? 29:5 Sep '65

BAR ACT OF 1934
Challenged as unconstitutional 1:16 Dec '36
Court of Appeals upholds the Bar Act 1:16 Dec '36
Judgment 11:49 Mar '47
KRS 30.170 29:6 Sep '65
Statutes 1:12 Dec '36

BAR ASSOCIATIONS  See also AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION;
KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
Chase Law School student bar Association 37:48 Jan '73
Democracy of the bar gathers headway 4:13 Sep '40
District Bar meetings of yesteryear 38:41 Jan '74
BAR ASSOCIATIONS, continued
Every lawyer is a government official 8:26 Dec '43
First annual meeting, West Kentucky Bar Association
(photograph) 12:126 Jun '48
First Kentucky district meeting, July 10, 1929 (photograph)
1:126 Jun '48
Kentucky lawyers and bar institutes, by Redwin 5:3
Sep '41
Louisville Bar Association, by Mudd 26:14 Jan '62
Louisville Bar Association, 1966, by Schmitt 31:17
Jan '67
Professional competence; the role of the Bar Association,
by Coy 35:25 Jan '71
Shall state and local bar associations render opinions
on public questions? by Lohrman 27:40 Mar '63
Student Bar Association (U.K.) by Matthews 26:216 Jul '62
Sure recipe for local bar success, by Storkan 6:27
Mar '42
A young lawyer's impression of the district meetings
by Mahoney 32:59 Oct '68

BAR ASSOCIATIONS -- CALIFORNIA
Brief review of the California Bar survey 2:23 Mar '38

BAR ASSOCIATIONS -- IOWA
How legal institutes were brought to Iowa lawyers, by
DeWitt 3:24 Jun '39

BAR ASSOCIATIONS -- MISSOURI
Missouri Bar Survey 27:25 Sep '63; 28:12 Jul '64

BAR ASSOCIATIONS -- OHIO
Why the Ohio Bar Association Title Insurance Company?
by Schaeffer 22:32 Dec '57

BAR ASSOCIATIONS -- SURVEYS
Armed forces questionnaire 9:9 Dec '44
Bar association aids administration of justice committee
study, by Breckinridge 27:46 Sep '63
Brief review of the California Bar survey 2:23 Mar '38
Economic and opinion survey 41:1 Oct '77
Missouri Bar releases study on Bar-public attitudes
27:25 Sep '63; 28:12 Jul '64
Results of the 1980 continuing legal education questionnaire
45:30 Jan '81

BAR ASSOCIATIONS -- TEXAS
Statement of the State Bar of Texas to subcommittee
on representation of citizens' interest of the
committee on the judiciary United States Senate,
by Jeffers 38:35 Oct '74
BAR DISCIPLINE  See  DISCIPLINE; KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- DISCIPLINE; LEGAL ETHICS -- DISCIPLINE

BAR ECONOMICS
Aspects of Bar economics and public relations in Kentucky -- use of mass communication media, by Samels  34:49 Oct '70
Aspects of Bar economics and public relations in Kentucky -- the legislative program, by Samels  34:33 Jul '70
Aspects of economics and public relations in Kentucky -- the responsible office, by Samels  34:13 Apr '70
Economic and opinion survey (1977)  41:i Oct '77
Legal economics, by Braden  32:42 Jan '68

BAR EXAMINATIONS  See also  ADMISSION TO THE BAR
Bar examinations, by Richardson  12:181 Sep '48
A matter of interest  37:50 Oct '73
Statistics  2:11 Mar '38
What should be done for an applicant who fails the bar examination and wants to know why he failed? by Richardson  15:15 Dec '50

BARBOUR, PHILIP PENDLETON
Portrait  Special edition:17 Jan '72

BARKER adv. HAYNES
Review of recent opinion, by Dunn  15:142 Sep '51

BARKER v. STEARNS COAL & LUMBER CO. (1941)  46:53
Jul '82

BARKLEY, ALBEN W.
Memorial and tribute  20:126 Jun '56

BARREN COUNTY/EDMONSON COUNTY BOUNDARY DISPUTE  5:6
Sep '41

BASSIOUNI, M. CHERIF
Substantive Criminal Law (book review)  43:33 Apr '79

BATES adv. WILSON,  15:23 Dec '50

BATTISTI, FRANK J.
Where the just law ends  28:50 Mar '64

BAUGHMAN, ROBERT J.
Counsel for indigents  33:18 Oct '69, 34:28 Apr '70, 34:43 Jul '70
Portrait  33:18 Oct '69

BAXTER, RUTH H.
Portrait  43:8 Oct '79
Private right of action under the Consumer Protection Act: new revenues for recovery  43:8 Oct '79
BEARDSLEY, CHARLES A.
Legal draftsmanship 6:41 Jan '42

BECK, BERNIE
Portrait 41:19 Jul '77
The satisfied client: key to increased income 41:19
Jul '77

BECKNER, LUCIEN
Obituary and portrait 28:24 Mar '64

BENEFIT OF CLERGY
Act abolishing 20:131 Jun '56
Benefit of clergy in Fayette County, by Adams 20:129
Jun '56

BENTHALL-NIETZEL, DEEDRA
How a lawyer spends his time 39:10 Jan '75
Portrait 41:27 Jan '77
Staff attorneys and Kentucky courts in transition
41:27 Jan '77

BENTON, BARRY
After the judgment, what? 33:18 Jan '69
Dissent 34:40 Jul '69
Kentucky obscenity law: an overview 35:38 Jul '71
Law firm re-organization 34:18 Apr '70
Portrait 33:18 Jan '69
Repossessions endangered 37:22 Jan '73

BENTON, FRANK V.
Lawyers are people, too! 42:21 Oct '78
Legal aid societies: a panacea or a problem 44:7
Apr '80
Portrait 43:cover Jul '79

BERMAN, JOSEPH
The civil penalties of income tax evasion 16:45 Dec '51

BERRY, GEORGE B.
The bar and law enforcement agencies 1:20 Sep '37

BERTELSMAN, WILLIAM O.
Advice my father gave me 46:17 Apr '82
Bertelsman's laws 46:25 Oct '82
Did the 1964 General Assembly authorize savings and loan
associations to collect attorney's fees as part of the
costs in foreclosures or real estate mortgages?
29:16 Jan '65
Federal courts' jurisdiction 46:41 Jan '82
Portrait 45:27 Oct '81
Some federal cases you may have missed 46:16 Jul '82
Trial judges' and trial lawyers' differing points of view
45:27 Oct '81
BIBB, GEORGE M. (1815)
To the people of Kentucky 8:17 Mar '44

BIBLICAL LAW
Moses and his laws, by Phelps 8:19 Jun '44

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Jury instructions useful in Kentucky, by Gilmer
46:50 Jan '82
Legal writing, by Gilmer 46:50 Jan '82
Uniform Commercial Code: list of textbooks and
publishers, by Young 26:108 Mar '62

BIERER, A.G.C., Jr.
Character and the fugacious practitioner 2:19 Jan '38

BIOGRAPHY See also INDIVIDUAL NAMES OF PERSONS
Official biographical roster (planned by Kentucky Bar)
35:47 Jan '71

BIRD, ROBERT B.
Portrait 24:212 Sep '60

BIRTH RECORDS
Birth certificates (delayed), by Resh 30:31 Sep '66

BLACK AMERICAN LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION See also BLACK
LAWYERS; NEGRO NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION
37:49 Jan '73

BLACK LAWYERS See also BLACK AMERICAN LAW STUDENT
ASSOCIATION; NEGRO NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION
Gibbs, Miffin W., first Negro municipal court judge
(1873) 2:11 Mar '38
Hastie, William Henry, first Negro on Federal Bench
(1937) 2:11 Mar '38
Morris, Robert, first Negro lawyer of record in U.S. (1843)
2:11 Mar '38
Somerset's first black attorney: A.J. "Jackson" Crawford,
by Jones 44:30 Jul '80

BLACK LUNG DISEASE
An analysis of recent black lung decisions from the Sixth
Circuit: the spirit of the Reform Act is implemented,
by Stephens 44:6 Oct '80
Black Lung Benefits Reform Act of 1977: Complicated but
simple, by Smith 43:20 Apr '79

BLACKBURN, VILEY O.
Portrait 38:cover Jul '74

BLACKSTONE, SIR WILLIAM
Sir William Blackstone: His Commentaries on the Laws of
England, by Jouett 16:176 Sep '52
BLAND, STEWART E.
The Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978: an overview 44:8 Jan '80
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Review of recent opinion (Haynes v. Barker, et al.)  15:142 Sep '51
COOK, MARLOW W.
Remarks before committee on the Judiciary  33:50 Jul '51
COOKE, LAWRENCE H.
The highways and byways of dispute resolution  45:6 Oct '81
COOPER, JOHN SHERMAN
Appointed ambassador to India  19:97 Mar '35
COOPER, KENTON J.
Portrait  41:34 Jan '77
CORNETT'S EX. v. PRICE
23:204 Sep '59
CORNS, RAY
Dear governor  30:47 Mar '66
High chair or electric chair?  29:28 Sep '65
Life and the law in Kentucky  35:47 Jul '71
Portrait  35:47 Jul '71
Youth education program; report from the State Department of Education  37:55 Jul '73
CORPORATE LEGAL COUNSEL
Status of corporate counsel today, by Cummins  30:31 Nov '66
CORPORATION LAW
Allocation and apportionment of income derived from a multi-state business, by Collins  26:116 Mar '62
The Bar can aid in Kentucky's quest for new business, by Davidson and Grafton  31:33 Apr '67
How corporate profits are determined, by Graham  3:17 Sep '39
The Kentucky Business Corporation Act, KRS 271A: articles of amendment and restated articles of incorporation, by Armstrong  37:20 Jul '73
The Kentucky Business Corporation Act, Chapter 271A, articles of incorporation, by Armstrong  37:50 Jan '73
The Kentucky Business Corporation Act, KRS Chapter 271A: voluntary corporation dissolution  37:22 Apr '73
Kentucky corporation law: the 1972 model is coming soon, by Lewis  36:46 Jul '72
The natural business year, by Yeager  16:153 Jun '52
The revision of Kentucky corporation statutes, by Evans  4:15 Jun '40
CORPORATION LAW, continued
Some tax consequences resulting from sales of corporate
assets, by Cohen 16:186 Sep '52
Unauthorized practice of law committee opinion U-4
26:160 May '62

CORPORATIONS, INTERSTATE
Service on foreign corporations after withdrawal from
the state, by Evans 8:30 Jun '44

CORRECTIONS  See also  PRISONS; SENTENCING
After the verdict; the problem of sentencing and corrections
in Kentucky, by Palmore 26:32 Jan '62
National Council on Crime and Delinquency: Adult corrections
program in Kentucky 27:11 May '63

CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT
A suggested improvement upon the Corrupt Practices Act,
by Bowmer 30:29 Mar '66

CORYELL, FRANK
Drug abuse and the law 36:35 Jan '72

COUGHLIN, D. BERNARD
The attorney's financial stake in title insurance 27:45
Nov '63
Obituary and portrait 29:32 Jan '65

COUNTY ATTORNEYS
The Kentucky County Attorneys' Association, by Bowen
28:15 Mar '64

COUNTY ATTORNEYS' ASSOCIATION
5:13 Jun '41, 28:15 Mar '64

COUNTY CLERKS
Action to enjoin county clerk from practicing law
(Robbins v. Huie) 16:135 Jun '52

COUNTY JUDGES
Unauthorized practice of law committee opinion U-5
26: 163 May '62

COURT ADMINISTRATION  See also  ADMINISTRATION OF
JUSTICE; COURT OF APPEALS; COURT RULES
Administration of judicial circuits by region, by Chenault
43:8 Jul '79
A bill for state court assistance 30:14 Nov '66
Court administration, by Volz 29:39 Jan '65
Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of
these 15:104 Jun '51
Junior Bar conference undertakes nationwide survey of
judicial administration 4:11 Jun '40
A leader in judicial administration (Johnson County)
38:59 Jul '74
COURT ADMINISTRATION, continued
The office of court administrator, by Hogg 25:167 Jun '61
Paul Haynes to represent Kentucky in judicial administration training program in Denver 34:53 Jul '70
Regionalization of Kentucky's trial courts, by Pennington 46:19 Jul '82
Spring cleaning court procedure in Kentucky, speech by Clay 13:118 Jun '49

COURT APPOINTED COUNSEL See also LEGAL AID
Responsibility of court appointed counsel, by Templar 33:22 Oct '69

COURT CONGESTION AND DELAY
ABA regional meeting; remarks of Mr. Justice Clark 22:10 Dec '57
The bar must choose, by Eblen 16:42 Dec '51
Congestion and delay 29:42 Jan '65
The highways and byways of dispute resolution, by Cooke 45:6 Oct '81
The Kentucky State Bar Association program for legislation affecting the Court of Appeals, by Mackoy 4:7 Dec '37
The problem of the increasing docket, by Stites 3:19 Mar '39

COURT DOCKET See DOCKET

COURT OF APPEALS See COURT OF APPEALS (post-1976); COURT OF APPEALS (pre-1976); UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
Note: Prior to Jan. 1, 1976, the highest court in Kentucky was the Court of Appeals. Following the 1976 Judicial Article, the highest court became the Kentucky Supreme Court, with a new Court of Appeals organized as an intermediate court.

COURT OF APPEALS (post-1976)
A brief report from the Court of Appeals, by Martin 42:14 Apr '78
Checklist: criminal appeals to Court of Appeals, by Haddad 41:10 Apr '77
Kentucky's new Court of Appeals, by Martin 41:8 Apr '77
Kentucky's new Court of Justice 40:20 Jan '76
The new Court, by Landrum 39:16 Jan '75
Photograph 45:cover Apr '81
Status report, by Hayes 45:11 Apr '81
A time chart for Kentucky appellate practice, by Woods 43:13 Oct '79

COURT OF APPEALS (pre-1976) See also COURT OF APPEALS (post-1976); KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT
Analysis (1963) 30:9 Jan '66
COURT OF APPEALS (pre-1976), continued
The ancient writs of mandamus and prohibition, by Williams 26:262 Sep '62
Circuit judges as special commissioners, by Montgomery 27:8 Jan '63
Court of Appeals clerks, 1968-69 (photo) 33:45 Jul '69
Court of Appeals law clerks for 1969-70 (photograph) 34:62 Jan '70
Court of Appeals to hear judges pension case (photograph) 4:6 Sep '40
Early history of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, by Weiss 29:4 Jul '65
Enabling legislation for 16:24 Dec '51
Following through, by Davis 31:46 Jul '67
For a new Court of Appeals building, by Knight 9:65 Mar '45
Itinerary of a case in the Court of Appeals, by Williams 26:110 Mar '62
Judges of the Court of Appeals (photograph) 15:58 Mar '51
Judicial determination, by Trout 26:199 Jul '62
Kenton County Bar Association, In Re 15:45 Mar '51
Kentucky Court of Appeals (photograph) 9:3 Dec '44, 13:4 Dec '48
The Kentucky Court of Appeals apprentice law clerk program, by Lee and Maloney 21:90 Mar '57
Kentucky Law Summary 30:45 Sep '44
The Kentucky State Bar Association program for legislation affecting the Court of Appeals, by Mackoy 4:7 Dec '37
An outstanding judicial system, by Hill Special edition:80 Jan '72
Personnel of the Kentucky Court of Appeals (photograph) 3:6 Mar '39
Photographs 9:2 Dec '44, 33:cover Jan '69
The problem of the increasing docket, by Stites 3:19 Mar '39
Re: Rules and by-laws of the Kentucky State Bar Association 5:12 Mar '41
Rules index 34:3 Jan '70, 35:6 Oct '71
Rules seminar, by Raine 26:144 May '62
Some 1942 decisions reviewed, by Knight 7:19 Dec '42
Statement of principles of the Bench, Bar, and news media of the state of Kentucky: fair trial, free press 35:66 Jan '71
A survey of the administration of justice, by Duncan 5:16 Mar '41
Swing man, by Steinfeld 31:22 Apr '67
Tentative plan for use of circuit judges as special commissioners of the Court of Appeals 26:208 Jul '62
Tentative rules, by Sims 17:113 Jun '53
That woman runs it now 28:17 Mar '64
With what measure ye mete, by Fulton 12:74 Dec '47
Working of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky, by Drury 1:19 Mar '37
COURT ORGANIZATION
Proposed Judicial Article, by Amato 38:16 Jul '74

COURT PROCEEDINGS  See CONDUCT OF COURT PROCEEDINGS

COURT REFORM
Court reforms sweep the country at November elections;
Colorado adopts merit selection plan 31:41 Jan '67
Roll out the cracker-barrel, by Steinfeld 35:27 Jan '71
Start shooting, by Steinfeld 32:19 Oct '68

COURT REPORTING
The future of court reporting, by Conner 6:29 Mar '42

COURT RULES  See also APPELLATE PROCEDURE; CIVIL
PROCEDURE -- RULES; COURT ADMINISTRATION; CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE -- RULES
Amendments to rules of the Court of Appeals, by Clay
27:29 Jan '63
Annotations to Court of Appeals rules, by McPherson
12:50 Dec '47
By-laws of the Kentucky State Bar Association and of the
Board of Bar Commissioners; Rules of the Court of Appeals
18:23 Dec '53
"Certified" official copies of Circuit Court practice rules,
by Steinfeld 36:19 Jul '72
Changes in Court of Appeals rules 16:62 Mar '52
Court of Appeals adopts new rule on perfecting appeals
23:130 Jun '59
Misconceptions concerning the motion for appeal 24:151
Jun '60
Order amending rules of the Court of Appeals 27:9 May '63,
35:37 Apr '71
Paralegal code adopted as court rule (3.700) 43:30 Oct '79
Re: Amendments to rules, by Milliken 28:41 Sep '64
Rule 3.120 18:23 Dec '53
Section 3.020 11:137 Jun '47
A survey of the administration of justice, by Duncan
5:16 Mar '41
Tentative rules of the Court of Appeals, by Sims 17:113
Jun '53

COURT RULES -- UNITED STATES
Practice rule change from the United States Supreme Court,
by Lenihan 31:30 Oct '67

COURT RULES -- UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
U.S. District Court, Western District of Kentucky on
bankruptcy (rule change) by Kellerman 34:19 Oct '70

COURTHOUSES  See also BUILDINGS, GOVERNMENT

COURTHOUSES -- DEDICATION
Woodford county, by Smith, Sept. 26, 1970 35:42 Jan '71
COURTHOUSES -- HISTORY
Brief history of Madison county courthouse, by Coy
30:5 Nov '66

COURTHOUSES -- LIBRARIES
A co-op law library for the small town Bar, by Wells
24:147 Jun '60

COURTHOUSES -- PHOTOGRAPHS
See individual county name, i.e., Allen county courthouse

COURTHOUSES -- PRESERVATION
Historic courthouses: a special responsibility for lawyers,
by Montague 27:13 May '63

COURTROOM PHOTOGRAPHY
Texas judges vote to permit cameras in courtrooms; set
limits on use 28:33 Jan '64

COURTROOMS, KENTUCKY
Mercer county circuit courtroom: a bicentennial gift to
the Commonwealth 40:26 Apr '76

COURTS See also SPECIFIC NAME OF COURT: CIRCUIT;
COURT OF APPEALS, ETC.
Kentucky's new court system: a model for southeastern
states, by Palmore 43:17 Jan '79
State of the judiciary address to the General Assembly of
Kentucky, Jan. 24, 1980, by Palmore, Chief Justice
44:8 Apr '80
Effective justice, by Meigs 32:46 Oct '68

COURTS -- CASELOAD
The computer age and the judicial system, by Stephenson
37:37 Jan '73

COURTS -- HISTORY See also LEGAL HISTORY
The courts and the bar, by Dodd (address) 9:97 Jun '45
Early history of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, by Weiss
29:4 Jul '65
Kentucky's New Deal of the 1820's, by Clay 4:16 Dec '39
The old court vs. the new court 40:18 Jan '76
The role of the courts in the development of the law, by
Palmore 37:5 Oct '73

COURTS -- JURISDICTION
In workmen's compensation cases 1:18 Sep '37

COURTS -- ORGANIZATION
The judicial department 40:21 Jan '76
Kentucky's new court system: a model for southeastern states,
by Palmore (address) 43:17 Jan '79

COURTS -- REGIONAL ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
Map 46:21 Jul '82
COURTS -- REVISION
At the creation: the district court, by Cetrulo 42:18 Jan '78
Constitutional revision: the court system, by Lusky and Robertson 24:176 Jun '60
Kentucky's new Court of Appeals 40:24 Oct '76
Kentucky's new court system, by Davis 40:20 Apr '76
Kentucky's new court system; an overview, by the staff of the Administrative Office of the Courts 41:13 Apr '77
A national leader: Kentucky's model courts project 38:57 Oct '74
Proposed Judicial Article, by Amato 38:16 Jul '74
Shades of 1975, by Short 40:37 Apr '76
Start shooting, by Steinfeld 32:19 Oct '68

COURTS -- WORKLOAD
From the desk of the Chief Justice: workload matters, by Reed 39:25 Apr '75

COURTS, APPEALS See COURT OF APPEALS
COURTS, CIRCUIT See CIRCUIT COURTS
COURTS, FEDERAL See FEDERAL COURTS

COURTS OF LAST RESORT See APPELLATE COURTS; COURT OF APPEALS; FEDERAL COURTS; JUDICIARY; KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT; UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

COURTS, SUPREME See KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT; UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

COURTS, UNITED STATES See also FEDERAL COURTS; UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT
Caseload survey 37:37 Jan '73
The effect of proposals to modify litigation process: litigation vs. non-judicial dispute processing, by Nowak 43:40 Jul '79
Our Constitutional philosophy; concerning the significance of judicial review in the evolution of American democracy, by Reed 21:136 Jun '57
A study into how the attorneys of Lexington, Kentucky envision the Warren and Burger Supreme courts, by Roper 38:24 Apr '74

COWAN adv. BOYD 42:12 Jan '78

COY, CHARLES R.
Annual legal check-up 26:10 Jan '62
Brief history of Madison county courthouse 30:5 Nov '66
Excerpt from Kentucky Broadcasters Association address 32:3 Oct '68
The Kentucky Bar and the O.E.O. 30:23 Nov '66
COY, CHARLES R., continued
Portrait 32:cover July '68

Professional competence; the role of the Bar Association
35:25 Jan '71

CRAWFORD, A.J. "Jackson"
Somerset's first black attorney, by Jones 44:30 July '80

CRAWFORD, LEONARD J.
Portrait 3:4 Dec '38

CRIME
Crime and delinquency: the twin cancers of society,
by Matthews 29:25 March '65
Harvard Law Review (abstract) 45:47 Jul '81
Message from J. Edgar Hoover 32:7 Jan '68
Powell calls for action to "curb crisis in crime"
29:35 Mar '65
The war on crime: the end of the beginning, by Mitchell
36:32 Apr '72

CRIME NEWS REPORTING See also FREE PRESS AND FAIR
TRIAL; NEWS REPORTING
Pre and post arrest publicity 29:9 July '65
Urge voluntary restraints on crime reporting, by Wright
28:36 May '64

CRIMINAL CODE
Abolished (synopsis) 27:33 Jan '63
Criminal code being studied 23:98 March '59
Defects in Kentucky's criminal code, by Russell 24:196
June '60
Is the writ de ventre inspiciendo abolished by the new
code of criminal procedure? 28:25 September '64
Proposed revision of criminal trial proceedings, by Akers
24:16 December '59
Proposed revision of the law of arrest, by Akers 23:205
September '59
Status report on the new rules of criminal procedure, by
Palmore 27:31 Jan '63
Statutes repealed 27:33 Jan '63

CRIMINAL CODE -- SECTIONS
382 42:20, 47 April '78
384 42:20, 47 April '78
385 42:47 April '78
447.310 23:98 March '59

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Criminal justice in Kentucky -- proposals for change, by
Cunningham 42:18 April '78

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACT OF 1964
But watch that bone 28:34 Jan '64
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACT OF 1964, continued
Plan for United States District court, Western district of Kentucky 29:36 Jul '65
Plan to be adopted in the Eastern district of Kentucky...
29:22 Sep '65

CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF See also ARREST; BAIL; CRIME; CRIMINAL LAW; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE; LAW ENFORCEMENT; PAROLE; PRISONS; PROBATION

After the verdict; the problem of sentencing and corrections in Kentucky, by Palmore 26:32 Jan '62
State and federal administration of criminal justice, by Miller 2:12 Sep '38

CRIMINAL LAW See also CAPITAL PUNISHMENT; CONTEMPT OF COURT; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE; OBSCENITY; PENAL CODE; POISONING; RIOTS; TAX EVASION

Criminal law information service; by Alley 37:50 Jul '73
Criminal law seminar, by Haddad 30:53 Mar '66
Preface to symposium on Kentucky penal code, by Palmore 38:9 Jan '74
Recent developments in persistent felony offender cases, by Davis 46:10 Jul '82
A short course for defense attorneys in criminal law, by Ward 27:49 Nov '63

CRIMINAL PRACTICE See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE See also APPELLATE PROCEDURE; ARREST; BAIL; CRIMINAL LAW; DEFENSE; EVIDENCE; HABEAS CORPUS; INSTRUCTIONS TO JURIES; JUDGMENTS; JURY; PROBATION; PUBLIC DEFENDERS; SEARCH AND SEIZURE; SENTENCING; SUMMARY JUDGMENTS; TRIAL PRACTICE; TRIALS; WRITS

Informing jury of eligibility of parole: reversible error!, by Ousley 18:118 Jun '54
Closing criminal trials, by Spain 45:20 Jan '81
Informing jury possibility of parole with respect to term of sentence as improper argument, by Ousley 11:28 Dec '46

Is the writ de ventre inspiciendo abolished by the new code of criminal procedure? 28:25 Sep '64
A needed reform in criminal procedure, by Kerr 27:9 Jul '63
Proposed revision of criminal trial proceedings, by Akers 24:16 Dec '59
Revision of criminal procedure, by Akers 24:130 Mar '60

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE -- RULES

Affidavits for search warrants, police-prosecutors cooperation, by Ousley 29:25 Sep '65
Ammendments to rules of the Court of Appeals, by Clay 27:29 Jan '63
Changes in the Kentucky rules of criminal procedure, by Schatteman 45:20 Oct '81
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE -- RULES, continued
Federal rules of criminal procedure to be revised 7:24 Sep '43
H.B. 74 (1962) 27:33 Jan '63
In re: amendments to rules of criminal procedures 28:43
Sep '64, 28:25 Nov '64, 29:11 Sep '65, 30:43 Sep '66,
30:39 Nov '66, 32:53 Apr '68, 32:42 Oct '68, 33:56 Oct '69,
36:32 Oct '72
Kentucky's new rules of civil and criminal procedure,
by Mapother 42:22 Jan '78
Rcr 3.06: today's peace bond, by Henley 42:20 Apr '78
Rcr 9.32, 11.42(2) 33:56 Oct '69
Status report on the new rules of criminal procedure,
by Palmore 27:31 Jan '63
Synopsis of H.B. 74 (1962), by Palmore 27:33 Jan '63
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (FEDERAL) -- RULES
Proposed amendments to the federal rules of criminal
procedure 27:55 Mar '63
CRIMINAL RULES See COURT RULES; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE --
RULES
CROSS APPEAL
Rule 74 (cross appeal) misunderstood and unused, by Brown
32:13 Jan '68
"CROSS-FILING" LAW
Kentucky's "cross-filing" law, by McDonald 36:49 Apr '72
CROSS, ROSCOE
Our man in Kentucky: Roscoe Cross, by Thompson 32:21 Jan '68
CROWDER adv. UNITED STATES (1976)
42:49 Oct '78
CROWDUS, WILLIAM W.
The Missouri experience with judicial selection and tenure
21:186 Sep '57
CUBBAGE, ALLEN P.
Hundreds of Kentuckians think they are divorced, but
are not 27:21 Sep '63
CULLEN, ROBERT K.
Bobbs-Merrill awarded statute contract 33:4 Jul '69
"The facts are not in dispute" Special edition: 82 Jan '72
Judge Robert K. Cullen to retire in Spring, by Rogers
40:16 Apr '76
Portrait 40:17 Apr '76
The new Kentucky statutes 4:33 Dec '39, 4:29 Sep '40
The new statutes 7:7 Dec '42
Outstanding service awards (K.S.B.A.) 26:222 Jul '62
Portraits 3:6 Jun '39, 26:222 Jul '62
Practice before Kentucky administrative agencies 11:222 Sep '47
CULLEN, ROBERT K., continued
A review of 1946 Kentucky legislation 10:176 Jun '46
What about the Uniform Commercial Code? 20:72 Mar '56
Whither goes KRS publication? 33:47 Jan '69

CULP, MAURICE S.
Selected constitutional questions concerning the power of the Kentucky General Assembly to revise present methods of assessment and collection of taxes 13:33 Dec '48

CUMBERLAND UNIVERSITY
Mother of men and schools, by Merritt 14:126 Mar '50

CUMMINGS, HOMER
They all come out 8:32 Dec '43

CUMMINS, JOHN R.
The equine frozen partnership: how to win the estate stakes 46:18 Oct '82
Portra 46:19 Oct '82

CUMMINS, WILLIAM S.
Status of corporate counsel today 30:31 Nov '66

CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAM H.
Criminal justice in Kentucky -- proposals for change 42:18 Apr '78
Portra 42:18 Apr '78

CURLIN, WILLIAM P.
The HUD Act of 1972 36:18 Oct '72

CURLIN, WILLIAM P., Jr.
Portra 27:5 Jan '63
Sales and use tax successor's liability 27:17 Sep '63
Self-employed individuals Tax Retirement Act of 1962 27:5 Jan '63

CURTIS adv. COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS 35:47 Jul '71

CURTIS, CHARLES P.

CUSTODY OF CHILDREN See also DIVORCE; DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Children of divorce, by Cochran 11:201 Sep '47
Kramer vs. Kramer revisited, by Raines and Lowery 44:22 Oct '80

DALTON, ROSCOE R.
How can the returned veteran finance the purchase or construction of a home? 10:85 Dec '45
DAMAGES See also NEGLIGENCE; NEGLIGENCE, CONTRIBUTORY
Ad damnum -- be damned, by Combs 24:199 Jun '60
Damages, by O'Hara 31:33 Oct '67
Damages recoverable in a partial taking (address),
by Palmore 32:27 Apr '68
Interstate commerce in damage suits, by Winters 10:225
Sep '46
The measure of damages, by O'Hara 31:42 Jul '67
Non-taxability of damage awards -- instruction or not
29:6 Mar '65
Treble damages under the Price Control Act 7:21 Mar '43
When denial of nominal damages for a legal wrong is
reversible, by Woodward 23:204 Sep '59

DANGERFIELD, GEORGE
The steamboat's charter of freedom 28:39 Jan '64

DARBY LUMBER CO. adv. UNITED STATES 5:14 Sep '41

DATH, ROBERT J.
Message from the district director of Internal Revenue
33:54 Jan '69

DAVENPORT, BETSY
The governor's mansion: an old problem -- a new solution
46:19 Apr '82
Portrait 46:19 Apr '82

DAVIDSON, GORDON B.
The Bar can aid in Kentucky's quest for new business
31:33 Apr '67
Portrait 31:33 Apr '67

DAVIES, MAURICE R.R.
Bail and the right to counsel: a comparative British
analysis and comment 29:25 May '65
Portrait 29:25 May '65

DAVIESS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
The old Daviess court house bell 28:23 Jul '64

DAVIESS, JOSEPH HAMILTON
Signer of first contingent fee contract in Kentucky
(illus. 1799) 31:59 Jan '67

DAVIS adv. AYERS
28:25 May '64

DAVIS, BERNARD B.
Biography 34:4 Jul '70
Following through 31:46 Jul '67

DAVIS, BRUCE K.
Results of the 1980 continuing legal education questionnaire
45:30 Jan '81
DAVIS, E. GAINES, Jr.
The legislative scoreboard 26:181 May '62
Our 1962 legislative program 26:48 Jan '62
Portrait 26:48 Jan '62
Should the court be curbed? 27:52 Sep '63

DAVIS, EDWIN O.
Judgments of conviction or acquittal as substantive evidence in civil proceedings 9:162 Sep '45
Portrait 9:72 Mar '45
Subrogated insurer as real party in interest 9:72 Mar '45

DAVIS, JOHN L.
Portrait 15:79 Jun '51
Termination of trusts 9:105 Jun '45

DAVIS, PHILIP R.
Should the public distrust the lawyer? 11:134 Jun '47

DAVIS, RICHARD BEALE
A letter of advice to a young lawyer in the days of Thomas Jefferson 3:31 Jun '39

DAVIS, ROBERT
Trust institutions and lawyers 15:65 Mar '51

DAVIS, TOM H.
Pointers for witnesses 29:58 Jan '65

DAVIS, WARDEN adv. RICE
32:38 Jul '68

DAVIS, WILLIAM A.
Portrait 46:11 Jul '82
Recent developments in persistent felony offender cases 46:11 Jul '82

DAVIS, WILLIAM E.
Kentucky's new court system 40:20 Apr '76

DE MARIGNY, ALFRED, TRIAL OF
Robed, wigged judge is center of attraction 8:29 Dec '43

DE VENTRE INSPICIENDO
Is the writ de ventre inspiciendo abolished by the new code of criminal procedure? 28:25 Sep '64

DEARING, WILLIAM GRAHAM
A sketch of Louisville's oldest lawyer, Judge William Graham Dearing, by McKay 8:32 Mar '44

DEATH PENALTY  See  CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
DEBATES CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION 1890
Review by Gilmer 46:53 Jul '82

DEBATES, KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION 1890
Cases based on 46:53 Jul '82

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR See also ATTACHMENT AND GARNISHMENT; BANKRUPTCY; EXECUTIONS (LAW); LIENS; SUBROGATION
Your client and his debt troubles, by White 33:35 Jul '69

DEEDS See also CONVEYANCING; DEEDS OF TRUST; LAND TITLES; MORTGAGES; OIL AND GAS LEASES; REAL PROPERTY
Documents of title in ancient Rome, by Gill 4:25 Jun '40
Examination of real estate titles in Kentucky, by Smith 5:31 Mar '41

DEEDS OF TRUST
Trust deeds: dodging dower and descent! by Kohrman 37:32 Jan '73

DEENER, LARRY C.
Legal ethics in Kentucky 42:10 Jul '78

DEFAMATION See LIBEL AND SLANDER

DEFENSE (CRIMINAL PROCEDURE) See also PUBLIC DEFENDERS
Insanity as a defense 18:72 Mar '54
Kentucky public defender presents (first) criminal defense seminar 37:38 Jul '73

DEGREES, ACADEMIC
A degree or license as marital property: the Inman case, by Mazanec 46:18 Jan '82

DELEGATED LEGISLATION See ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS

DELIQUENCY See also CRIME; JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

DEMONSTRATIVE EVIDENCE See EVIDENCE, DEMONSTRATIVE

DENHAM, GLENN W.
Portrait 37:cover Jul '73
Viva la brevity 31:22 Jul '67

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS v. SHERROD 32:26 Jul '68
DePASQUALE adv. GANNETT CO. (1979) 45:47 Jul '81
DEPORTATION  See also  EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION
Judicial recommendations against deportation, by Fleischer  46:16 Jan '82

DEPOSITIONS
How and when to use video tape depositions, by Leibson  42:30 Apr '78

DERRY, LAURA MILLER
Digest Of Women Lawyers and Judges  15:33 Dec '50

DEUTCH, SINAI

DEVITT, EDWARD J., AND CHARLES B. BLACKMAR
Federal Jury Practice and Instructions: Civil and Criminal (book review)  43:52 Apr '79

DEWITT, PAUL B.
How legal institutes were brought to Iowa lawyers  3:24 Jun '39

DICKERSON, REED
The Interpretation and Application of Statutes (book review)  41:34 Jul '77

DIEBERICH, JOHN T.
Tribute  29:13 Jul '65

DIEDERICH, JOHN T.
Judge Gus Thomas  4:24 Mar '40
A review of the Kentucky annotations to the American Law Institute's restatement of the law of contracts  2:21 Jun '38
Tribute  9:153 Sep '45

DIRECTORIES  See also  LEGAL ETHICS -- ADVERTISING
Approved law lists  7:31 Jun '43, 8:5 Dec '43, 10:171 Jun '46
Law list and legal directories approved by American Bar Association  6:13 '42
Lawyer census  14:175 Jun '50
Roster of law lists approved, as to 1940 editions, by the special committee on law lists of the American Bar Association  4:37 Dec '39

DISABILITY
A portion is three...towards an evaluative approach to pre-injury disability, by Schilling  42:16 Oct '78
Disability benefits under social security: step-by-step procedure, by Volz  34:27 Oct '70
DISASTERS
Disaster relief 38:29 Oct '74
Gas explosions -- a trial lawyer's involvement, by
Johnson (address) 33:11 Oct '69

DISBARMENT  See also DISCIPLINE; LEGAL ETHICS --
DISCIPLINE; LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS
Court of Appeals disbars Sam J. Sparks 1:17 Dec '36
Kenton County Bar Association v. Murphy 2:9 Jun '38,
2:5 Sep '38
Ratterman v. Stapleton 28:40 Jan '64
Right of circuit court to disbar permanently 28:40
Jan '64
Stump, In re (Mar 15, 1938) 2:8 Jun '38

DISCIPLINE  See also JUDICIAL ETHICS; LEGAL
ETHICS -- DISCIPLINE
Disciplinary procedures -- rules and suggestions 41:23
Jan '77
Disciplinary rules held constitutional, by Whitmer
41:22 Apr '77
Discipline in federal courts, by Whitmer 42:23 Apr '78
Kentucky Bar Association disciplinary statistics:
1978-82 46:43 Oct '82
Kentucky disciplinary procedures 43:42 Jan '79
Lawyer discipline in Kentucky, by Warner 43:34 Jul '79
Public opinion and bar discipline 6:45 Jun '42
Remedy for judicial unfitness, by Coleman 29:18 Jul
'65
Supreme Court of Kentucky disciplinary decisions 40:39
Oct '76, 41:37 Jan '77, 41:29 Jul '77, 41:12 Oct '77,
42:32 Jan '78, 42:37 Jul '78, 43:30 Jul '79, 44:27
Oct '80, 45:30 Apr '81, 45:46 Jul '81, 46:23 Apr '82,
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JUDGES, FEDERAL See FEDERAL JUDGES

JUDGES, JEFFERSON COUNTY CIRCUIT
Jefferson county's circuit judges 4:8 Sep '40

JUDGES, KENTUCKY, UNITED STATES COURTS
Malcolm Wilkey and James F. Gordon, both serve on 3-
judge panel in Washington, D.C. 36:60 Apr '72
Statesmen and jurists (14 Kentuckians who served on the
U.S. Supreme Court, portraits) Special ed.: 13 Jan '72

JUDGES, MISSOURI
The Missouri experience with judicial selection and tenure,
by Crowds 21:186 Sep '57

JUDGES' PENSION CASE
4:6 Sep '40

JUDGES, U.S. COURT OF APPEALS
Charter of the Federal Judicial Selection Commission of
Kentucky 41:10 Jan '77
Lively, Frederick Pierce (portrait) 37:cover Jan '73
Membership of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the sixth
circuit 32:23 Apr '68
JUDGES, UNITED STATES DISTRICT
Bratcher, Rhodes (portrait) 38:cover Apr '74
United States district judges of Kentucky, 1789-1954, list 27:51 Mar '63

JUDGES, UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT
Barbour, Philip Pendleton, 1783-1841 (portrait)
   Special edition:17 Jan '72
Brandeis, Louis Dembitz (portrait) 27:30 Mar '63
Catron, John (portrait) Special edition:18 Jan '72
Harlan, John Marshall, 1833-1911 (portrait) 27:5 Mar '63,
   Special ed.:21 Jan '72
Lurton, Horace, 1844-1914 (portrait) 27:28 Mar '63
McLane, John, 1775-1860 (portrait) Special edition:16 Jan '72
McReynolds, James Clark, 1862-1946 (portrait) Special
   edition:23 Jan '72
Miller, Samuel F., 1816-1890 (portrait) 27:26 Mar '63
Mr. Chief Justice Vinson of Kentucky -- Another look, by Collins 37:40 Jul '73
A new way to nominate Supreme Court judges, by Wigmore 10:153 Mar '46
Reed, Stanley Forman (portrait) 27:34 Mar '63
Rutledge, Wiley Blount, 1894-1949 (portrait) 27:32
   Mar '63
Statesmen and jurists (14 Kentuckians who served on the U.S. Supreme Court, portraits) Special edition:13 Jan '72
A Supreme Court Justice encounters violence, by Lenihan 16:193 Sep '52
Todd, Thomas, 1765-1826 (portrait) 27:20 Mar '63
Trimble, Robert: a Kentucky Justice on the Supreme Court, by Schneider 12:21 Dec '47
Trimble, Robert, 1777-1828 (portrait) 27:24 Mar '63
Vinson, Frederick Moore (1890-1953) 10:213 Sep '46,
   17:157 Sep '53, 27:38 Mar '63, 37:40 Jul '73

JUDGMENTS See also EXECUTIONS (LAW); JUDICIAL
   OPINIONS; JURISDICTION; STARE DECISIS
The case for the oral decision, by Lukowsky 29:36
   May '65
Judgments of conviction or acquittal as substantive evidence in civil proceedings, by Davis 9:162 Sep '45

JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION See COURT ADMINISTRATION

JUDICIAL AMENDMENT See JUDICIAL ARTICLE

JUDICIAL ARTICLE See also COURT OF APPEALS; JUDICIAL
REFORM; KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT
Administration of judicial circuits by region, by Chenault 43:8 Jul '79
The Judicial Article -- what now? by Maloney 40:17 Jan '76
JUDICIAL ARTICLE, continued
The judicial department 40:21 Jan '76
Kentucky's new court system, by Davis 40:20 Apr '76
A national leader: Kentucky's model courts project
38:57 Oct '74
The peoples' judicial amendment, by Sullivan 38:23 Apr '74
Proposed Judicial Article, by Amato 38:16 Jul '74
Proposed Judicial Article for Kentucky's new constitution,
by Rosenstein 29:7 Mar '65
Shades of 1975, by Short 40:37 Apr '76
We must rise to the occasion, by Kessinger 40:7 Jan '76
Your support needed, by Whitmer 39:20 Jul '75

JUDICIAL CONDUCT, CODE OF See JUDICIAL ETHICS

JUDICIAL COUNCILS
Creation and accomplishments of the Judicial Council, by
Wolford 5:31 Dec '40
First meeting of the Kentucky Judicial Council at Frankfort,
Dec. 27, 1928 (photograph) 4:8 Jun '40
Judicial Council, judicial conference, by Steinfeld
Special edition:77 Jan '72
The Judicial Council's report to the General Assembly,
by Eblen 16:146 Jun '52
The new Judicial Council 14:196 Sep '50
Judicial improvement in Kentucky, by Eblen 19:182 Sep '55
Silver anniversary of the judicial council movement,
address by Winters 13:78 Mar '49

JUDICIAL COUNCILS -- UNITED STATES
Silver anniversary of the judicial council movement,
address by Winters 13:78 Mar '49

JUDICIAL DECISION
Columbia Journal of Law and Social Problems (abstract)
42:46 Apr '78
Comment on certain recent decisions, by Mackey 8:18 Sep '44
A matter of statistics, by Osborne 33:50 Apr '69
Voting record of individual judges (table) 33:51 Apr '69

JUDICIAL ETHICS
Ethics defined 15:55 Mar '51
A new course for judicial review, by Palmore 28:25 May '64

JUDICIAL ETHICS -- CANONS See also DISCIPLINE; JUDICIAL
ETHICS -- OPINIONS
1 17:102 Mar '53
2, 3B(4) 45:50 Jul '81
3C(1) and 3C(1)(d)
3C(1)(c), 5C(2) 44:31 Oct '80
4, 13, 33 29:45 Sep '65
5C(2) 44:23 Jul '80
5F 45:39 Jan '81
7A(1) 44:43 Jan '80, 44:23 Jul '80
7A(3) 45:37 Jul '81
28 18:12 Dec '53
JUDICIAL ETHICS -- CANONS, continued
31 37:52 Oct '73
35 18:148 Sep '54
Courtroom photography (canon 35) 18:148 Sep '54
Judges, criticism of conduct (canon 1) 17:102 Mar '53
1962 district bar meetings, by Stephenson 26:305 Nov '62
Personal behavior; business and social relationships
(canons 4, 13 and 33) 29:45 Sep '65
Political bias (canon 28) 18:12 Dec '53
Section 25 26:155 May '62
Texas judges vote to permit cameras in courtrooms; set
limits on use 28:33 Jan '64
Thirty-six canons (list) 30:49 Jan '66
Where the just law ends, by Battisti 28:50 Mar '64

JUDICIAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS See also DISCIPLINE;
JUDICIAL ETHICS -- CANONS; LEGAL ETHICS
Circuit judge should not appoint close relative as master
commissioner (JE-26) 45:50 Jul '81
Commissioner of Court of Justice must resign before
becoming candidate for non-judicial office (JE-23)
45:37 Jul '81
Courtroom photography 18:148 Sep '54
Former judge accepting employment by party against whom
he had rendered judgment 35:23 Jan '71
Group of judicial candidates may not run for election
on same ticket (JE-6) 44:23 Jul '80
Judge a shareholder in corporation which renders income
tax services (JE-5) 44:23 Jul '80
Judge becoming director of building and loan association
(opinion 254, A.B.A.) 26:155 May '62
Judge of subordinate court ethically representing
defendants in criminal cases 26:150 May '62
Judge may issue arrest warrants prepared by his daughter
as county attorney under certain conditions (JE-34)
46:30 Apr '82
Judge may not actively campaign for or support judicial
candidate (JE-2) 44:43 Jan '80
Judge participating in national guard or reserve unit
as Judge Advocate officer (JE-16) 45:39 Jan '81
Judge representing defendants in criminal cases 26:151 May '62
Judge serving as executor of estate (JE-36) 46:26 Jul '82
Judge who owns real estate renting offices therein to
lawyers (JE-7) 44:31 Oct '80
Judge's son is assistant Commonwealth's attorney: must
judge disqualify himself in all criminal cases or only
those involving son? (JE-8) 44:31 Oct '80
Justice of the Peace may not represent persons in
criminal cases in other courts in county where he has
no jurisdiction and is a lawyer (E-70) 37:52 Oct '73
JUDICIAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS, continued
Judicial candidate advertising his endorsement by labor unions, other groups (JE-38) 46:26 Jul '82
Partner of judge practicing in court where judge presides 26:151 May '62
Person serving as city attorney while serving as trial commissioner in Court of Justice (JE-22) 45:37 Jul '81
Political bias 18:12 Dec '53
Practice by judges and others having special public duties 15:45 Mar '51
Trial commissioner representing clients in litigation against Commonwealth (JE-17) 45:15 Apr '81

JUDICIAL EXPENSE ACT (1948)
Editorial 12:173 Sep '48
The judges' expense act case 12:165 Sep '48

JUDICIAL OPINIONS See also JUDGMENTS; STARE DECISIS
An unconventional judge, by Knight 3:22 Dec '38
Another unconventional judge, by Knight 13:165 Sep '49
The case for the oral decision, by Lukowsky 29:36 May '65

JUDICIAL PROCESS, ATTORNEY ABUSE OF
University of Chicago Law Review (abstract) 42:46 Apr '78

JUDICIAL REAPPORTIONMENT
Judicial reapportionment 29:41 Sep '65

JUDICIAL REFORM See also COURT REFORM; JUDICIAL ARTICLE
The Bar and a study of the Kentucky judicial system, by Matthews 21:176 Sep '57
Do we need judicial reform in Kentucky? by Rankin 34:13 Oct '70
Excerpts from address of Shelden D. Elliott 22:19 Dec '57
Remarks by Senator Marlow W. Cook before the Judiciary subcommittee on improvements in judicial machinery 33:50 Jul '69

JUDICIAL REVIEW
A new course for judicial review, by Palmore 28:25 May '64

JUDICIAL SALES See also FORECLOSURE; TAX SALES
Judicial sales of real property of persons under disability: the new law, by Stanley 6:29 Jun '42
Judicial sales sections (civil code) repealed or amended 6:29 Jun '42

JUDICIAL SELECTION See JUDGES -- SELECTION

JUDICIAL TRADITION
Judicial Tradition: Profiles of Leading American Judges (book review) 42:56 Jul '78
JUDICIARY

The computer age and the judicial system, by Stephenson 37:37 Jan '73
Judicial graces, by Judge Steinfield 34:21 Apr '70
Judicial improvement in Kentucky, by Eblen 19:182 Sep '55
The judicial obligation, by Swinford 24:192 Jun '60
Judicial reflection and observation, by Meigs 30:13 Sep '66
The judiciary, by Hubbard 9:148 Sep '45
Judiciary branch must maintain independence, by Westberry 41:13 Jul '77
The Kentucky Constitution -- a strait jacket, by Combs 25:16 Dec '60
Let us pay an honest dollar for an honest day, by Kelley 32:4 Jan '68
Now is the time for all good lawyers and judges to cooperate, by Stephenson 37:20 Oct '73
To serve promptly and properly, by Milliken 28:5 Mar '64
Tough "judge X" is given praise 27:13 Sep '63
What's wrong with Kentucky's judicial process? by Haynes 37:19 Apr '73
Wigs, gowns and justice, by Garwood 29:52 Sep '65

JUDICIARY ACT, 1789
1:16 Jun '37

JUDICIARY, UNITED STATES
American Judicature Society, address by Justice Tom C. Clark 29:43 Sep '65

JURIES  See JURY

JURISDICTION  See also ACTIONS AND DEFENSES; CIVIL
PROCEDURE; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE; FEDERAL JURISDICTION;
PROHIBITION (WRIT); VENUE
Some aspects of our federal laws and federal jurisdiction and procedure 1:15 Jun '37
What is the future for diversity jurisdiction? by Fortune 39:19 Oct '75

JURISPRUDENCE
Lamentations of Sam Ward 29:31 Jul '65
The square wheel 30:57 Mar '66

JURY  See also GRAND JURY; INSTRUCTIONS TO JURIES;
VERDICTS
Abolish the jury? 30:48 Sep '66
About juries and other things, by Smith 15:154 Sep '51
Accent: jury service! 17:88 Mar '53
The complete derailment of a jury 33:62 Jul '69
The evolution of the jury, by Bryson 12:59 Dec '47
Important proposals on jury selection made by federal judges 7:27 Mar '43
The inadequacy of jurors' pay, by Jones 37:16 Apr '73
JURY, continued
Judge knows farm chores and jurors' duties 31:35 Oct '67
The juror's creed, by Simmons 12:187 Sep '48
Jurors don't like alcoholic accidents 31:40 Jan '67
Jury verdicts and insurance rates, by Appleman 27:43
Mar '63
Litigation (abstract) 45:37 Apr '81
Public service: Fayette Bar, Herald Leader 29:17 Jul '65
Some thoughts on the jury system, by Miller 41:17 Jul '77
A way to pick a jury 33:63 Jul '69
You get just what you pay for, by Johnson 12:64 Dec '47

JURY INSTRUCTIONS  See  INSTRUCTIONS TO JURIES

JUSTICE
It might not be law, but it's justice, by Givhan 27:28
Sep '63
Law, order, justice, by Nunn 32:39 Oct '68
Our heritage of impartial justice, by Lummus 3:22 Sep '39

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF  See  ADMINISTRATION OF
JUSTICE

JUSTICES, SUPREME COURT  See  JUDGES, UNITED STATES
SUPREME COURT

JUVENILE COURTS
Juvenile transfer -- the juvenile court stumbling block,
by Hancock 38:44 Jan '74

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Juvenile commitments, by Everett (address) 9:60 Mar '45

JUVENILES
The death penalty: cruel and unusual punishment when
imposed upon juveniles, by Gwin 45:16 Apr '81

KARCHER, JOSEPH T.
Modern-day epigrams of lawyers 9:114 Jun '45

KECK v. MANNING
15:21 Dec '50

KEEFE, JOHN T.
Address to Georgia Bar Association 27:15 Nov '63

KELLERMAN, S.W.
Citizens Journey (book review) 32:45 Jan '68
The hearing in bankruptcy 29:47 Jan '65
Portrait 29:47 Jan '65
Third round table: objections to discharge 29:37 Mar '65
KELLEY, HAROLD E.
Bail reform 29:35 Sep '65
FHA adopts new regulations for home trade-in financing 26:343 Nov '62
Let us pay an honest dollar for an honest day 32:4 Jan '68
Let's put an end to land waste 28:21 Nov '64
A matter of importance 28:47 May '64
Our courts must be an orderly forum 30:29 Nov '66
Portrait 28:47 May '64
Receives award of Kentucky State Bar Association for outstanding service 32:57 Jul '68
The recording of wills 29:14 Mar '65
A report from the ABA house of delegates 29:19 May '65
Title insurance vs title abstract vs title guaranty 26:47 Jan '62

KENNEDY, EDWARD M.
Portrait 36:cover Apr '72

KENTON COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION v. MURPHY
2:9 Jun '38, 2:5 Sep '38

KENTON COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
27:9 Nov '63

KENTON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Photographs 21:cover Jun '57, 34:cover Oct '70

KENTUCKY ACTS
Our new laws, by Winn 6:16 Sep '42

KENTUCKY ACTS -- CHAPTERS
26 (1936) 2:26 Dec '37
78 (1972) 38:22 Oct '74
81 (1894) 1:25 Jun '37
109 (1936) 2:11 Dec '37

KENTUCKY BAR ASSOCIATION
See also KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION

KENTUCKY BAR ASSOCIATION v. VINCENT
40:12 Jul '76

KENTUCKY BAR CENTER
Groundbreaking (photo) 43:5 Jul '79
Photograph and illustration 42:cover Oct '78, 46:cover Jul '82
Remarks of Chief Justice Palmore at dedication of Kentucky Bar Center headquarters, Sept. 21, 1980 45:8 Jan '81
Touring the Bar Center 44:14 Jan '81

KENTUCKY BAR FOUNDATION
Bar Foundation wins, by Whitmer 46:12 Jul '82
By-laws 23:10 Dec '58
KENTUCKY BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
28:54 Jul '64

KENTUCKY BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION
Statement of principles of the Bench, Bar, and News
media of the state of Kentucky: fair trial, free
press 35:66 Jan '71

KENTUCKY BUSINESS CORPORATION ACT
37:50 Jan '73, 37:22 Apr '73, 37:20 Jul '73

KENTUCKY CITIZENS FOR JUDICIAL IMPROVEMENT, INC.
38:17 Jul '74

KENTUCKY CIVIL CODE See CIVIL CODE

KENTUCKY CODE OF PRACTICE See CIVIL PROCEDURE -- RULES;
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE -- RULES

KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION
Kentucky's constitution, by Young 11:143 Jun '47
The work of the Committee on State Constitution, by
Mackoy 10:12 Dec '45

KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION -- AMENDMENTS See also KENTUCKY
CONSTITUTION -- REVISION
Caution with the Constitution! by Hays 15:109 Jun '51
Caution with the Constitution: a reply, by Stites 15:150
Sep '51
The people's judicial amendment, by Sullivan 38:23
Apr '74
The salary amendment and the Bar Association's responsibility,
by Jackson 13:123 Jun '49
Section 256 defeated (editorial) 16:19 Dec '51

KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION -- DEBATES
Debates Constitutional Convention 1890, reviewed by Gilmer
46:53 Jul '82

KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION -- REVISION See also KENTUCKY
CONSTITUTION -- AMENDMENTS
An agonizing reappraisal 31:8 Jan '67
Caution with the Constitution! by Hays 15:109 Jun '51
Comparative table of sections (Dec. 31, 1965) 30:70
May '66
The Constitution of the Commonwealth of Kentucky 30:33
May '66
Constitution Review Commission of Kentucky, by Stahr 15:18
Dec '50
Constitution revision assembly roster and photographs
30:25 May '66
Constitution revision sub-committees report 29:53 Mar '65
Constitutional reform in Kentucky, by Vish 41:9
Oct '77
Constitutional revision action 24:111 Mar '60
KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION -- REVISION, continued

Constitutional revision: the court system, by Lusky and Robertson 24:176 Jun '60

Constitutional revision: the salary problem, by Lusky 24:120 Mar '60

A convention should be called to revise our state constitution, by Clarke 11:148 Jun '47

Delegates meeting to draft charter rich in experience, by Trout 28:32 May '64

How good will Kentucky's new constitution be? by Phelps 11:37 Dec '46

How new will Kentucky's new constitution be? by Phelps 10:230 Sep '46

The Kentucky Constitution, by Dummit (address) 10:238 Sep '46

The Kentucky Constitution -- a judicial strait jacket, by Combs 25:16 Dec '60

Needed: a limited revision of Kentucky's constitution (address), by Williams 24:188 Jun '60

The people's constitution, by Stephenson 28:7 Mar '64

The proposed constitution (pro and con) 30:42 Nov '66

Proposed judicial article for Kentucky's new constitution, by Rosenstein 29:7 Mar '65

A revised constitution for Kentucky, by Evans 11:55 Mar '47

Revision of the Constitution, by Osborne 24:171 Jun '60

In support of a constitutional convention, by Volz 24:226 Sep '60

A timely warning -- and a modest proposal, by Lusky and Robertson 24:236 Sep '60

Two subjects under consideration, by Fleming 29:20 Sep '65

Your Kentucky Constitution: 1890 or 1966? by Rosenstein 30:51 Sep '66

KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION -- SECTIONS

11 2:8 Dec '37
61 (1935) 1:25 Jun '37
110 26:199 Jul '62
128, 132 2:10 Sep '38
226a (1919) 1:25 Jun '37
256, Act to amend 10:15 Dec '45
256, Revision 15:150 Sep '51

Current annotations to Kentucky Constitution and Kentucky Revised Statutes 7:42 Mar '43

KENTUCKY CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

A convention should not be called to revise our state constitution, by Stites 11:211 Sep '47

Should a constitutional convention be called in Kentucky? by Conner 11:228 Sep '47
KENTUCKY CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION (1890)
About the making of Kentucky's constitution, by Phelps 10:132 Mar '46
Constitutional convention of 1890-91: delegates, officers and attachies (portraits) 7:30 Mar '43

KENTUCKY COURT OF APPEALS See COURT OF APPEALS

KENTUCKY CRIMINAL CODE See CRIMINAL CODE

KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION See EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

KENTUCKY EMPLOYEE DEFENSE ACT (1976)
Kentucky Law Journal (abstract) 42:56 Jul '78

KENTUCKY HISTORIC BUILDINGS See BUILDINGS, HISTORIC

KENTUCKY HISTORY See also BUILDINGS, HISTORIC; COURTHOUSES; COURTS -- HISTORY; LAWYERS IN HISTORY; LEGAL HISTORY
The Henry Clay law office, by Christen 33:41 Jul '69
Historic office in jeopardy; law office of Henry Clay may become parking lot, by Caldwell 33:5 Apr '69
Historic sites legislation for Kentucky, by Montague 27:42 Nov '63
Kentucky first; past, present, future 26:(3) Sep '62
Kentucky Historical Society's interest in the judicial system, by Breckinridge 26:265 Sep '62
Notable Kentuckians Special edition:28 Jan '72
Old Wilderness Road, by Bagby 8:21 Dec '43
Some great lawyers in Kentucky history, by Volz 26:92 Mar '62
The steamboat's charter of freedom, by Dangerfield 28:39 Jan '64

KENTUCKY INCOME TAX LAW (1954)
Kentucky follows federal income tax law, by Dillingham 19:106 Mar '55

KENTUCKY JOCKEY CLUB adv. COMMONWEALTH (1931)
46:53 Jul '82

KENTUCKY LAW JOURNAL
Kentucky Law Journal 50th anniversary 26:90 Mar '62

KENTUCKY LAW SUMMARY
First publication (Sep. 1966) 30:45 Sep '44

KENTUCKY LEGISLATORS See LEGISLATORS
KENTUCKY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Inter-professional code 39:4 post Oct '75

KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
Statement of principles of the Bench, Bar, and news media of the state of Kentucky: fair trial, free press 35:66 Jan '71

KENTUCKY RESOLUTIONS OF 1798
4:17 Dec '39

KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES  See also KENTUCKY STATUTES
Attorney General (John B. Breckinridge) asks for help in improving statutes 33:5 Jul '69
Court of Appeals decisions enacting ch. 208, Act of 1942 as law 7:16 Jun '43

KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES (1942)
The new Kentucky Statutes, by Mackoy 7:16 Jun '43
The new statutes, by Cullen 7:7 Dec '42

KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES (1944)
Report of the commission 9:121 Jun '45

KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES (1969)
Bobbs-Merrill awarded statute contract, by Cullen 33:4 Jul '69
Whither goes KRS publication? by Cullen 33:47 Jan '69

KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES -- CHAPTERS
31 41:18 Apr '77
140 26:241 Jul '62, 32:50 Apr '68
208 7:16 Jun '43
271A 37:50 Jan '73, 37:22 Apr '73, 37:20 Jul '73
389 26:319 Nov '62
425 (1976) 42:12 Oct '78
Changes made by the 1962 legislature in chapter 140 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes, by Riley 26:241 Jul '62
A stitch in time..., by Pennington (chapter 389) 26:319 Nov '62
What's in a name, legally? by Sherman (chapter 140) 32:50 Apr '68

KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES -- SECTIONS
26.330 28:31 Jul '64
30.010 9:19 Dec '44
30.990 9:19 Dec '44
44:070 (1956) 27:35 May '63
45.360(1) 28:30 Nov '64
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>391.030(4)</td>
<td>37:51</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>394.090</td>
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Uniform Laws Annotated, table with comparable KRS sections, by Gilmer (review) 46:34 Apr '82

KENTUCKY RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE See CIVIL PROCEDURE -- RULES; COURT RULES

KENTUCKY RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE See COURT RULES; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE -- RULES

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION See also AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION; BAR ASSOCIATIONS

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- ADDRESSES
A.B.A. president (E. Smith Gambrell) addresses convention 20:101 Jun '56
National president speaks before Kentucky State Bar Association, address by Harold J. Gallagher 14:156 Jun '50
Remarks of Attorney General John N. Mitchell before the 1971 Kentucky State Bar annual banquet 35:26 Jul '71
KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- AWARDS
KBA special award, by Parker 42:32 Jul '78
Kentucky receives the American Bar Association 1951
award of merit, by Redwine 16:6 Dec '51

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- BY-LAWS
5:12 Mar '41, 30:33 Jan '66, 34:30 Jan '70, 35:31 Oct '71

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- COMMISSIONERS
Photographs 3:8 Mar '39, 7:3 Jun '43, 8:4 Jun '44,
9:86 Jun '45, 10:164 Jun '46, 12:126 Jun '48,
13:102 Jun '49, 14:151 Jun '50

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- COMMITTEES
1937-1938 1:8 Sep '37
Formation and work of the taxation committee, by Avedisian
26:20 Jan '62
The Kentucky State Bar Association program for legislation
affecting the Court of Appeals, by Mackoy 4:7 Dec '39

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- DISCIPLINE
Statistics, 1979-80 44:42 Oct '80

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- EDUCATION PROGRAM
Statewide youth education program moves forward! by
Long 37:6 Apr '73

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- ETHICS  See also
LEGAL ETHICS
Interprofessional code 39:4 post Oct '75
Legal ethics in Kentucky; background of the code of
ethics, by Huelsmann and Deener 42:10 Jul '78
Professional competence; the role of the Bar Association,
by Coy 35:25 Jan '71

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- HISTORY
Acts of 1934 authorizing 1:12 Dec '36
A decade in review, by Whitmer 43:21 Oct '79
First annual meeting of the Kentucky Bar Association,
by Townsend 14:105 Mar '50
The first convention of the Kentucky Bar, December 15,
1871, by Whitmer 35:69 Oct '71
A history of the Kentucky Bar 37:62 Oct '73
A history of the Kentucky State Bar Association as
reorganized under the Act of 1934, by Rosenstein
1:7 Dec '36
How did the Kentucky State Bar Association begin? by
Donan 35:11 Jan '71
KBA heritage, by Whitmer 40:23 Jan '76
What does the Bar Association do? Special edition:71 Jan
'72
KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- LAW STUDENT DIVISION
By-laws adopted, by Kessack 43:32 Jul '79

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- LOCATION
Ground breaking (photo) 43:5 Jul '79
KBA must have a permanent home, by Goss 42:5 Oct '78
A new home for the Kentucky Bar Association 42:6 Jan '78

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- MEMBERSHIP
In retrospect, by Leveronne 31:39 Oct '67
Organization and government of the Bar 30:13 Jan '66
Roll of members, 1942-1943 7:75 Jun '43
Roll of members, 1945-1946 10:87 Dec '45
Roll of members, 1947-1948 11:83 Mar '47
Roll of members, 1948-1949 12:85 Mar '48
Roll of members, 1949-1950 14:43 Dec '49
Roll of members, 1952-1953 17:26 Dec '52
Roll of members, 1953-1954 18:30 Dec '53
Roll of members, 1954-1955 19:40 Dec '54
Roll of members, 1955-1956 20:15 Dec '55
Roll of members, 1956-1957 21:17 Dec '55
Roll of members, 1958-1959 23:30 Dec '58
Roll of members, 1959-1960 24:30 Dec '59
Roll of members, 1960-1961 25:26 Dec '60

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- ORGANIZATION
Board of Governors (1974, photograph) 38:32 Jul '74
Statement of principles of the Bench, Bar and news media of the state of Kentucky: fair trial, free press 35:66 Jan '71
What makes the Association work? Pro bono work, by Whitmer 44:16 Apr '80

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- PRESIDENTS
Method of electing association's president changed 16:10 Dec '51
Our president in California 5:7 Sep '41
Past presidents of KBA 1934-1978 42:40 Jul '78

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- PUBLIC RELATIONS
Public relations program in full operation; radio stations cooperating 15:52 Mar '51

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- PUBLISHING
Editorial aims of Kentucky State Bar Journal 1:13 Dec '36
A history of the Kentucky State Bar Association as reorganized under the Act of 1934 1:10 Dec '36

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- RULES
Rules adopted by the Court of Appeals of Kentucky 7:67 Jun '43
Rules of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky 30:9 Jan '66
KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- STATISTICS
Disciplinary statistics 1979-80 44:42 Oct '80

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- SURVEYS
Economic and opinion survey (1977) 41:1 Oct '77

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- YOUNG LAWYERS SECTION
Conference 6:19 Jun '42
Disaster relief 38:29 Oct '74

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION v. FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS
29:51 Jan '65

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION v. McAfee
27:12 Nov '63

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION. OFFICE OF PUBLIC
RELATIONS AND ECONOMICS
Aspects of economics and public relations in Kentucky --
the responsible office, by Samels 34:13 Apr '70

KENTUCKY STATE BAR JOURNAL
Bar Journal needs controversy, by Igleheart 29:45 May '65
Committee (photograph) 5:12 Jun '41
Coup d'etat, by Hermansdorfer 31:23 Oct '67
Editorial aims of Kentucky State Bar Journal 1:13 Dec '36
Index, v.1-v.4 4:37 Sep '40
Index, v.5-v.8 8:30 Sep '44
Index, v.9-v.12 12:195 Sep '48

KENTUCKY STATUTES See also KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES:
STATUTE REVISION; STATUTE REVISION COMMISSION; STATUTES
REVISION COMMITTEE

KENTUCKY STATUTES -- ANALYSIS
A review of 1946 Kentucky legislation, by Cullen 10:176 Jun '46

KENTUCKY STATUTES -- COMMITTEE TO REVISE
1:13 Sep '37, 2:17 Dec '37, 2:19 Mar '38, 2:22 Jun '38,
2:19 Sep '38, 3:15 Dec '38, 3:13 Jun '39, 4:33 Dec '39

KENTUCKY STATUTES -- CORPORATIONS
The revision of Kentucky corporation statutes, by Evans
4:15 Jun '40

KENTUCKY STATUTES -- PUBLICATION
Banks-Baldwin edition (1937) 2:7 Dec '37
Report of Statutes Revision Committee to Judicial Council,
by Smith 11:4 Dec '46

KENTUCKY STATUTES -- RULES
The entire subject rule 3:14 Jun '39
The same purpose rule 3:14 Jun '39
The rule of "intentional omission" 3:14 Jun '39
KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT See also COURT OF APPEALS
Note: Prior to Jan. 1, 1976, the highest court was the Court of Appeals in Kentucky. Following the 1976 Judicial Article, the highest court became the Kentucky Supreme Court, with a new Court of Appeals organized as an intermediate court.
Extensive rule 3 amendments, by Whitmer 42:17 Jan '78
First Chief Justice, Scott Reed, portrait 40:cover Apr '76
Kentucky's new Court of Justice 40:20 Jan '76
Little things mean a lot (8 1/2 x 11 paper) guest editorial by Williams 42:9 Apr '78
Photograph 44:cover Apr '80
A time chart for Kentucky appellate practice, by Woods 43:13 Oct '79

KERR, CHARLES
A needed reform in criminal procedure 27:9 Jul '63

KESSACK, PHILIP D.
Law student division by-laws adopted 43:32 Jul '79

KESSINGER, B.L.
Portrait 39:cover Jul '75
Report of committee of Kentucky State Bar Association on "no-fault plan" 35:17 Jul '71
Report of committee on group legal services 35:15 Jan '71
Unauthorized practice of law 32:21 Oct '68

KESSINGER, B.L., JR.
Continuing legal education in Kentucky 39:26 Apr '75
Portrait 40:7 Jan '76
President elect's page (public relations of the Bar) 38:4 Jul '74
We must rise to the occasion (Judicial Article) 40:7 Jan '76

KET See EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

KETCHUM adv. TOFT
19:186 Sep '55

KIMBROUGH, ROBERT T.
Portrait and tribute 29:35 Jul '65

KING, NICHOLAS N.
Ten rules or commandments for lawyers 45:21 Oct '81

KINKEAD, SHELBY C., JR.
The interstate detainer warrant dilemma 36:26 Oct '72
Portrait 36:26 Oct '72

KIRKLAND, WILLIAM
The mechanics of a reclamation law 33:11 Jul '69

KLETTE, JOHN H., JR.
The Kentucky lawyer's liability on certificates of title 15:24 Dec '50
KNIGHT, THOMAS J.
Another unconventional judge 13:165 Sep '49
The development of administrative law 8:13 Sep '44
Disappearance cases in Kentucky: some aspects of presumptive death 6:27 Dec '41
For a new Court of Appeals building 9:65 Mar '45
Portrait 6:27 Dec '41
Some 1942 decisions reviewed 7:19 Dec '42
Stare decisis in futuro 11:23 Dec '46
Testimony of the parties in divorce actions 4:26 Mar '40
An unconventional judge 3:22 Dec '38

KIRKLAND, WILLIAM
Portrait 33:11 Jul '69

KIRTLEY, LOUISE GASSER
Portrait 28:14 May '64

KIRVEN, GERALD
Portrait 39:17 Jul '75
The right to die 39:16 Jul '75

KLETTE, JOHN H., JR.
Protecting your client's title against hidden risk 25:209 Sep '61

KNUCKLES, GRANT F.
Portrait 30:cover Jul '66

KOHRMAN, JOHN A.
Boone and Kenton engineers and lawyers meet 31:39 Apr '67
Federal regulation of small arms 29:33 May '65
Genocide convention 34:24 Oct '70
Kenton probate procedure gets attention 26:103 Mar '62
Portrait 34:24 Oct '70
Repeal estate appraiser statute 31:27 Apr '67
Repeal of estate appraiser statute advocated! 30:22 Mar '66
Repossession of chattels under conditional sales contracts 4:15 Mar '40
Shall mandatory estate appraisers be abolished? 27:37 Jul '63
Shall state and local bar associations render opinions on public questions? 27:40 Mar '63
Trust deeds: dodging dower and descent! 37:32 Jan '73

KRAMER, CHARLES
Evidence In Negligence Cases (book review) 42:41 Jan '78

KRAMER vs. KRAMER
Kramer vs. Kramer revisited, by Raines and Lowery 44:22 Oct '80

KREINDLER, LEE S.
Aviation Accident Law (book review) 43:52 Jan '79
KRESS, JACK M.

K.R.S. See KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES
K.S. See KENTUCKY STATUTES

KU KLUX KLAN
Can the state unmask the Clan? by Johnson 45:8 Apr '81

KUDDURRUS
An ancient title, by Weatherford 36:30 Apr '72

KUHN, EDWARD W.
ABA president outlines organized Bar's role in war on poverty 29:19 Nov '65

LABOR LAW See also WORKERS' COMPENSATION
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938: enforcement procedures 5:14 Sep '41
Freedom and reaction: some observations on the current anti-labor drive, by Donner 11:166 Jun '47
Industrial peace, by Morgan 11:179 Jun '47
Labor law seminar, by Tincher 29:30 Nov '65
Report of labor law section seminar, by Tincher 30:50 Mar '66
A serviceman's right to his old job, by Boone 8:16 Jun '44

LAMKIN, WILLIAM A., JR.
An explanation of the proposed $176 million state bond issue to be voted on Nov. 2, 1965 29:33 Nov '65
Kentucky State Bar members play active roll in Kentucky's largest highway construction program 27:50 Jan '63
Portrait 27:50 Jan '63

LAMPE, STUART E.
Marital or martial? 21:88 Mar '57

LAND TITLES
4:19 Dec '39
An ancient title, by Weatherford 36:30 Apr '72
Boone and Kenton engineers and lawyers meet, by Kahrman 31:39 Apr '67

LAND USE See also CITY PLANNING; PARKS AND MONUMENTS; ZONING
Apartment zoning trends, by Sussna 36:42 Oct '72
Avoiding P.U.D. stumbleblocks, by Sussna 37:26 Apr '73
Comprehensive environmental control, by Sussna 35:62 Oct '71
Let's put an end to land waste, by Kelley 28:21 Nov '64
Planning: A report to the practicing attorney, by Caudill 27:52 Nov '63
LANDLORD AND TENANT  See also FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER; RENT CONTROL
Forcible detainer in Kentucky, by Glenn 34:27 Jul '70

LANDRUM, CHARLES, JR.
A federal judge speaks out 41:15 Jan '77
The new court 39:16 Jan '75
Portrait  41:15 Jan '77

LANDRUM, STEPHEN
Stephen Landrum, my client, by Smith 5:15 Dec '40

LANE v. COMMONWEALTH
29:32 Mar '65

LARSON, JON
Portrait 36:15 Oct '72

LAW AND POVERTY  See LEGAL AID

LAW CLERKS
The Kentucky Court of Appeals apprentice law clerk program, by Lee and Moloney 21:90 Mar '57
The law clerk in the United States District Court, by Carrico 32:56 Oct '68

LAW DAY
Governor Edward T. Breathitt address, Franklin County, May 5, 1966 30:12 Jul '66
Law Day, U.S.A., by Hubbard 32:47 Apr '68
Law Day U.S.A. -- A time to reflect, by Iler 26:179 May '62
Law Day U.S.A. (history), by Breckinridge 35:31 Jan '71
Whose Law Day? by Meadows 33:49 Jan '69

LAW DAY, FIRST
Law Day and lawyers -- U.S.A., by Malone (address) 22:124 Jun '58
Law Day recognized 22:108 Jun '58

LAW ENFORCEMENT  See also POLICE
Henry D. Stratton building at Eastern Kentucky University dedicated (photograph) 39:29 Oct '75

LAW JOURNALS
Editorial aims of Kentucky State Bar Journal 1:13 Dec '36
Kentucky Law Journal 50th anniversary 26:90 Mar '62

LAW LIBRARIES
Call on the University of Kentucky law library, by Willis 36:33 Jan '72
A co-op law library for the small town bar, by Wells 24:147 Jun '60
LAW LIBRARIES, continued
Criminal law information service begins second year, by Alley 37:50 Jul '73
Kentucky's first law school, by Montgomery 26:263 Sep '62
Michigan Bar Journal (abstract) 46:50 Jan '82
University of Kentucky law page, by Matthews 26:166 May '62
Use by members of the bar of the University of Kentucky law library facilities 1:15 Dec '36

LAW LISTS See DIRECTORIES; LEGAL ETHICS -- ADVERTISING

LAW OFFICES
Henry Clay law office (illus) 33:cover Apr '69
Historic office in jeopardy; law office of Henry Clay may become parking lot, by Caldwell 33:5 Apr '69

LAW OFFICES -- MANAGEMENT See also MANAGEMENT
Importance of proper billing and client reaction, by Taylor 23:165 Jun '59
Law firm re-organization, by Benton 34:18 Apr '70
Law office management, by Cecil 5:20 Dec '40
Law office section formed, by Reeves 45:36 Apr '81
The lawyer's biggest problem, by Lively 18:125 Jun '54
A timetable for an office relocation, by Altman 44:16 Jul '80
Too long to do a job, by Lively 25:152 Jun '61

LAW REFORM
The need for continuous law reform, by Evans 9:21 Dec '44
Needed reform in tort law, by Ghiardi 33:15 Jul '69

LAW REPORTS, DIGESTS, ETC.
Browsing among the old reports, by Mackey 8:25 Jun '44
Comment on certain recent decisions, by Mackey 8:18 Sep '44

LAW SCHOOLS See also CHASE LAW SCHOOL; LEGAL EDUCATION;
LEGAL EDUCATION, CONTINUING; UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY;
UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE
Mother of men and schools (Cumberland University), by Merritt 14:126 Mar '50
Salmon P. Chase (editorial) 35:76 Oct '71
We are proud to welcome Chase (editorial) 35:76 Oct '71

LAW SCHOOLS -- ACCREDITATION
Chase Law School receives ABA approval 18:112 Jun '54

LAW SCHOOLS -- ADMISSION
Exit the numbers game, by Hardy 39:17 Oct '75
Law school admission, by Stratton 39:15 Jul '75, 40:10 Jan '76
LAW SCHOOLS -- BUILDINGS
Artists' view of new law building (University of Kentucky) 1:26 Mar '37
Law schools need help, by Stratton 39:11 Oct '75
New law school building dedicated (University of Louisville) 4:6 Dec '39
University of Kentucky College of Law building 30:cover, 4 Mar '66
University of Kentucky law building, by Matthews 26:298 Nov '62

LAW SCHOOLS -- CURRICULA
How a lawyer spends his time, by Deedra and Michael T. Nietzel 39:10 Jan '75

LAW SCHOOLS -- DEGREE PROGRAMS
Law school to confer juris doctor degree 28:9 Sep '64
Law schools switching to J.D. degree; LL.B. becomes minority degree 31:49 Oct '67
The University of Louisville School of Law: A new program, by Volz 28:38 Jul '64

LAW SCHOOLS -- ENROLLMENT
University of Kentucky law school news 38:30 Jan '74

LAW SCHOOLS -- EVALUATION
Modern law school methods, by Vaughn 1:22 Sep '37

LAW SCHOOLS -- FACULTY
Meet George W. Hardy, III, new dean of the University of Kentucky College of Law 37:48 Jul '73
Our man in Kentucky: Roscoe Cross, by Thompson 32:21 Jan '68
The University of Louisville law faculty, by Volz 27:57 Mar '63
Washer, Ben F. (Tribute) 28:27 Mar '64

LAW SCHOOLS -- FIRST
Kentucky's first law school, by Montgomery 26:263 Sep '62

LAW SCHOOLS -- GRADUATES
Record number of law school graduates admitted to practice of law 38:60 Oct '74

LAW SCHOOLS -- MERGERS
University of Louisville and Jefferson schools of law merge, address by Russell 14:197 Sep '50

LAW SCHOOLS -- PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Justice Brandeis' vision for the (University of Louisville) law school, by Volz 27:19 May '63

LAW SCHOOLS -- RESEARCH
University of Kentucky research service, by Cline 37:16 Oct '73
LAW SCHOOLS -- STATISTICS
University of Louisville 1962 graduating classes, by Volz 26:232 Jul '62
The University of Louisville school of law (admission standards), by Volz 28:17 Jan '64

LAW SCHOOLS, PROPRIETARY
American Bar Foundation Research Journal (abstract) 43:51 Apr '79

LAWRENCE, WILLIAM W.
Portrait 46:cover Jan '82

LAWYER CENSUS See also TABLES 14:175 Jun '50

LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE
Kentucky Bar Association lawyer referral service rules 41:16 Jan '77
Lawyer reference service of the Louisville Bar Association, by Quigley 15:140 Sep '51
LRS deadline 42:48 Apr '78

LAWYER-VETERANS
The lawyer veteran returns to practice, by Johnson 10:249 Sep '46

LAWYERS See also ADMISSION TO THE BAR; ATTORNEY AND CLIENT; BAR ASSOCIATIONS; BLACK LAWYERS; GROUP LEGAL SERVICES; INDIVIDUAL NAMES OF LAWYERS; KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION; LAW OFFICES; LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE; LEGAL ASSISTANTS; LEGAL ETHICS; PRACTICE OF LAW; WOMEN LAWYERS
Anything to win, by Smith 10:143 Mar '46
The attorney administrator, by Schrader 34:30 Oct '70
The attorney decision-maker, by Schrader 34:37 Jul '70
The attorney leader, by Schrader 34:51 Apr '70
A letter of advice to a young lawyer in the days of Thomas Jefferson, by Davis 3:31 Jun '39
Modern-day epigrams of lawyers, by Karcher 9:114 Jun '45
A most unforgettable character (Dr. Otto Reik), by Harned 27:24 Jul '63
Obligation of established lawyers to those newly admitted to the bar, by Woodward 15:13 Dec '50
Obligations of older lawyers to beginners, by Woodward 15:101 Jun '51
Professional responsibility, by Westberry 41:10 Oct '77
Responsibility of the bar in judicial selection, by Grafton 15:61 Mar '51
Should the public distrust the lawyer? by Davis 11:134 Jun '47
Young lawyers need a guiding hand, by Carey 15:160 Sep '51

LAWYERS -- ADVERTISING See LEGAL ETHICS -- ADVERTISING; LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS
LAWYERS -- COMPETENCY  See also LAWYERS, IMPAIRED
Incompetent lawyers? A trial judge's perspective, by Gordon  43:8 Jan '79

LAWYERS -- DIRECTORIES  See DIRECTORIES

LAWYERS -- DISCIPLINE  See DISBARMENT; DISCIPLINE; LEGAL ETHICS -- DISCIPLINE

LAWYERS -- ETHICS  See LEGAL ETHICS

LAWYERS -- INCOME  See FEES; INCOME (LAWYERS)

LAWYERS -- INSURANCE  See INSURANCE, LIABILITY; INSURANCE, MALPRACTICE

LAWYERS -- MEMORIALS  See also INDIVIDUAL NAMES OF LAWYERS
Memorial services honor fourteen Louisville lawyers who died in 1957 22:71 Mar '58
Memorial service of Bar Association (1960-61) 25:87 Mar '61

LAWYERS -- OBITUARIES  See INDIVIDUAL NAMES OF LAWYERS

LAWYERS -- PORTRAITS  See INDIVIDUAL NAMES OF LAWYERS

LAWYERS -- PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT  See also LEGAL ETHICS; MISCONDUCT
Unprofessional conduct or contempt 29:33 Sep '65

LAWYERS -- SALARIES  See FEES; INCOME (LAWYERS)

LAWYERS -- SPECIALIZATION  See SPECIALIZATION

LAWYERS -- SUPPLY AND DEMAND
New projections on the lawyer supply and demand in Kentucky over the next decade, by Coffman 36:69 Jan '72
Reflections on the Coffman analysis of Kentucky lawyer manpower needs, by Goldman 36:37 Apr '72

LAWYERS -- TRIBUTES  See INDIVIDUAL NAMES OF LAWYERS

LAWYERS AND SOCIETY
A crusade in conservation education 26:341 Nov '62
Kentucky State Bar members play active role in Kentucky's largest highway construction program, by Lamkin 27:50 Jan '63

LAWYERS, BLACK  See BLACK AMERICAN LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION; BLACK LAWYERS; NEGRO NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION
LAWYERS FOR JUDGES
Catholic University Law Review (abstract) 45:49 Jan '81

LAWYERS, IMPAIRED
Our brother's keeper? The impaired attorney, by Welsh 46:22 Oct '82

LAWYERS IN HISTORY See also KENTUCKY HISTORY; LEGAL HISTORY
Abraham Lincoln -- the lawyer, by Lindsay 12:141 Jun '48
The first lawyer in Kentucky 30:6 Nov '66
Lawyers from Kentucky (1807-1891) 40:33 Jan '76
Lincoln's last day, by Townsend 40:38 Jul '76
Notable Kentuckians Special edition:28 Jan '72
Some great lawyers in Kentucky history, by Volz 26:92 Mar '62
Statesmen and jurists Special edition:13 Jan '72

LAWYERS IN PUBLIC OFFICE See also LEGISLATORS
Lawyers elected to public office 20:3 Dec '55, 20:67 Mar '56

LAWYERS' OATH "and do you further solemnly swear..." 32:22 Jan '68

LAWYERS, NEGRO See BLACK AMERICAN LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION; BLACK LAWYERS; NEGRO NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION

LAWYERS, WOMEN See WOMEN LAWYERS

LAW-GRUOP LEGAL SERVICE PLANS 28:39 Sep '64, 29:47 Mar '65

LAY, NORVIE L.
Community property and the Kentucky attorney 31:53 Jul '67

LEACH, CHARLES A.
Trial atmosphere 17:83 Mar '53

LEASES, OIL AND GAS See OIL AND GAS LEASES

LEE, D. COLLINS
New probate procedure 6:34 Jun '42
Probate practice 5:21 Jun '41

LEE, JOE
The Kentucky Court of Appeals apprentice law clerk program, 21:90 Mar '57
Portrait 27:14 Mar '63

LEGAL AID See also ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ACT OF 1964; INDIGENTS; PUBLIC DEFENDERS
LEGAL AID, continued

ABA launches program for defense of indigent persons 26:303 Nov '62
ABA president outlines organized Bar's role in war on poverty, by Kuhn 29:19 Nov '65
Bail and the right to counsel: a comparative British analysis and comment, by Davis 29:25 May '65
The Bar committees on legal aid, by Allison 22:85 Mar '58
The Bar has carried the burden long enough, by Ervin 27:32 Nov '63
Bar's concern over adequacy of legal services; ABA news 29:60 May '65
A century and a half is long enough (editorial) 28:25 Jan '64
Commonwealth's Attorney sponsoring fees fund, by O'Hara 28:43 Mar '64
Counsel for indigents, by Baughman 33:18 Oct '69, 34:28 Apr '70, 34:43 Jul '70
Counsel for the indigent in criminal cases, (address), by Palmore 29:21 May '65
Editorial 28:17 Sep '64
Ford grant of $2,540,000 to extend defense of indigents 27:39 May '63
Forma pauperis proceedings in state courts, by Glenn 36:73 Jan '72
Important legislation, by Gray 29:39 May '65
The indigent defendant 28:8 Nov '64, 29:47 Sep '65
Ineffective assistance of appointed or employed counsel in Kentucky: Why a difference? by Ousley 32:38 Jul '68
Is free defense equal? 35:11 Apr '71
Justice for poor man topic for study by special group, by Coleman 28:54 Sep '64
The Kentucky Bar and the O.E.O., by Coy 30:23 Nov '66
Kentucky lawyers named aides to American Bar Committee 27:29 Sep '63
Law and poverty 29:25 Nov '65, 30:45 Sep '66
Legal aid and the Bar, by Field 13:146 Sep '49
Legal aid and zoning perversions, by Sussna 34:45 Apr '70
A legal aid organization for Kentucky, by Montague 26:23 Jan '62
Legal aid, public defender 28:21 Jan '64
Legal aid to the poor, by Milner 31:31 Oct '67
Legal services: equal justice for the poor, by Owens 45:20 Apr '81
Louisville Bar Association, 1966, by Schmitt 31:17 Jan '67
Navy co-operates in legal assistance 7:28 Sep '43
New decisions: right to counsel 28:21 Jan '64
O.C. Hall defends the poor boy, by Lycan 29:10 Jul '65
An open letter to the Office of Economic Opportunity, by Stratton 34:9 Oct '70
Plan for United States District Court, Western District of Kentucky pursuant to the Criminal Justice Act of 1964 29:36 Jul '65
LEGAL AID, continued
Quere: Counties' obligation to compensate counsel
for indigents, by Ousley 30:6 Jul '66
Student practice in law school 1:26 Sep '37
A study of the Louisville Legal Aid Society, by Titzl
23:113 Mar '59
A suggestion to the Kentucky Bar [from] the Fayette
County Bar Association 33:53 Jul '59
To make the unfee'd lawyer; a footnote to history,
by Matthews 28:18 Nov '64
Two strings to our bow 31:45 Jul '67, 32:41 Jul '68
We can cure the evil 29:57 May '65
The year of Gideon, by Trebach 28:37 Mar '64

LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO THE POOR

LEGAL ASSISTANTS
Baylor Law Review (abstract) 43:51 Apr '79
Florida Bar Journal (abstract) 42:46 Apr '78
Legal assistant training comes to Kentucky, by Pennington
41:25 Apr '77
Legal ethics opinion E-142 40:19 Jul '76
Paralegal: a new career, by Morris 43:18 Jan '79
Paralegal code adopted as court rule 43:30 Oct '79
Paralegals: are you missing a good opportunity? by
McCord 44:24 Apr '80
Paralegals: here to stay, by Whitmer 43:14 Jul '79
Your time, your money, and your legal technician
(editorial) 35:39 Jan '71

LEGAL COMPOSITION
See also BRIEFS
Coup d' etat, by Hermansdorfer 31:23 Oct 67
Effective use of English, by Whitmer 46:10 Jan '82
Legal writing, by Gilmer 46:50 Jan '82
Words! by Whitmer 39:23 Oct '75
Words, words, words, by Evans 11:19 Dec '46

LEGAL DRAFTING
Legal draftmanship, by Beardsley 6:41 Jun '42

LEGAL EDUCATION
See also LAW SCHOOLS; LEGAL EDUCATION,
CONTINUING
A.B.A. report 9:12 Dec '44
Briefing service of the University of Louisville College
of Law, by Volz 27:19 Jan '63
Do we need more lawyers? 36:39 Oct '72
Editorial 14:10 Dec '49
From the desk of Dean George W. Hardy, III 37:18 Oct '73
Information exchanged: lawyers' group discussions, by
Mule 11:155 Jun '47
Journal of the Legal Profession (abstract) 41:49 Jan '77
LEGAL EDUCATION, continued
Judicial assistants for circuit courts? by Grauman
19:154 Jun '55
Kentucky Law Journal fiftieth anniversary 26:90 Mar '62
Kentucky's first law school, by Montgomery 26:263
Sep '62
Kentucky's law scholarships, by Stahr 19:102 Mar '55
Law research program, the University of Louisville
School of Law, by Volz 26:259 Sep '62
The law schools and the Bar, by Volz 26:52 Jan '62
Law student apprenticeship program, by Stahr 15:93
Jun '51
Lawyers are born -- not made, by Wilson 14:162 Jun '50
Mineral law overlooked, by Westberry 40:15 Apr '76
Mother of men and schools, by Merritt 14:126 Mar '50
Mr. Justice Brandeis' vision for the (University of
Louisville) law school, by Volz 27:19 May '63
A need for international law, by Hubbard 26:171 May '62
Record number of law school graduates admitted to
practice of law 38:60 Oct '74
Refresher courses for G.I. Joe, by Washer 9:160 Sep '45
U.K. student bar association, by Larson 36:15 Oct '72
The University of Kentucky College of Law, by Stahr
20:163 Sep '56
University of Kentucky College of Law enrollment analysis
26:150 Jan '62, 27:17 Jan '63
University of Kentucky College of Law professional
preparation 27:29 Jul '63
University of Kentucky College of Law student apprenticeship,
by Matthews 27:21 May '63
University of Kentucky Law Institute, by Matthews 26:261
Sep '62
University of Kentucky law library 26:166 May '62
University of Louisville College of Law, by Dobie
20:168 Sep '56
University of Louisville 1962 graduating classes, by
Volz 26:232 Jul '62
The University of Louisville law faculty, by Volz 27:57
Mar '63
The University of Louisville School of Law, by Volz
26:169 May '62
We are proud to welcome Chase (editorial) 35:76 Oct '71

LEGAL EDUCATION, CONTINUING  See also  LAW SCHOOLS;
LEGAL EDUCATION
Continuing legal education 43:22 Jul '79
Continuing legal education, by Stephenson 35:45 Jan '71
Continuing legal education in Kentucky, by Kessinger
39:26 Apr '75
Continuing legal education in Kentucky: a mandatory
plan, by Hardy 40:10 Apr '76
Continuing legal education in Louisville and Jefferson
County, by Marshall 23:109 Mar '59
Continuing legal education -- a report of the Arden
House Conference, by Whitside 23:105 Mar '59
LEGAL EDUCATION, CONTINUING, continued
Economics and continuing legal education news, by Ayer 36:12 Oct '72
First tax school success 15:5 Dec '50
Results of the 1980 continuing legal education questionnaire, by Davis 45:30 Jan '81
A short course for defense attorneys in criminal law, by Ward 27:49 Nov '63
The University of Louisville School of Law: the continuing legal education program, by Volz 26:295 Nov '62
Voluntary continuing legal education rule adopted effective July 1, 1978 42:23 Jul '78

LEGAL ETHICS See also ATTORNEY AND CLIENT; CODE OF LEGAL ETHICS; CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY; DISCIPLINE; KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION -- ETHICS; JUDICIAL ETHICS
Ethics defined 15:55 Mar '51
Excerpts from the address of David F. Maxwell, president of the ABA, to the Kentucky Bar Association, Lexington, Ky., April 4, 1957 21:119 Jun '57
How can we enforce rules of ethics? 19:15 Dec '54
The joint petition: a problem of ethics, by Rather 39:14 Oct '75
Legal ethics in Kentucky; background of the code of ethics, by Huelsmann and Deener 42:10 Jul '78
Misconduct in other than professional capacity, by Cassis 30:5 Mar '66
More ethical relations between lawyers, by Bowen 29:29 Sep '65
Some ethical matters, by Whitmer 44:18 Jul '80
Utah Law Review (abstract) 41:41 Apr '77

LEGAL ETHICS -- ADVERTISING See also DIRECTORIES; LEGAL ETHICS -- CANONS; LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS
Attorney's name published in legal notices (canon 27) 26:302 Nov '62
A big issue -- lawyer advertising, by Kessinger 40:7 Apr '76
Law lists 4:37 Dec '39, 7:30 Jun '43, 27:8 Nov '63
Lawyer advertising, by Haddad 40:11 Jul '76
Lawyer advertising -- another chapter, by Whitmer 46:12 Apr '82
Lawyers' announcement cards 10:138 Mar '46
On the doctrine of equal competence, by Chisen (canon 27) 33:37 Jan '69
Seeking employment (canon 27) 26:153 May '62
Shall lawyers advertise? by Robbins 3:20 Dec '38
Telephone directory bold-face listings 18:75 Mar '54
LEGAL ETHICS -- CANONS


Appearance of impropriety 35:61 Apr '71

Attorney employed by Department of Transportation may accept part-time position as police judge (canon 31) 38:16 Apr '74

Attorney mailing tax work sheets to clients 34:9 Apr '70

Attorney may not negotiate directly with a layman representing the insurer during pending litigation (canon 9, DR 7-104) 37:14 Jul '73

Attorney of building and loan not soliciting business (canon 35) 29:52 Jan '65

Attorney services exploited by intervening lay agency? (canons 6, 35) 29:52 Jan '65

Canon 12: Fixing the amount of the fees 32:28 Oct '68

Changing our code of professional responsibility, by Whitmer 44:15 Jan '80

Charging fees less than minimum (canon 12) 32:38 Oct '68

Charging fees less than those set in KBA minimum fee schedule (canon 12) 27:9 Nov '63

Communicating with subject of controversy (canon 9) 17:96 Mar '53

Conflicting interests (canon 6) 27:11 Nov '63

Contingent fees (canon 12) 25:143 Jun '61

Corrupt or dishonest conduct (canon 29) 17:5 Dec '52

County attorney may not represent a landowner whose property is being condemned by the Kentucky Department of Highways 38:13 Apr '74

Defense of accused (canons 5, 15) 17:134 Jun '53

Division of fees (canon 34) 12:127 Jun '48

Fair trial, free press committee recommends strict disclosure canon 32:48 Jul '68


Forty-seven canons (list) 30:41 Jan '66

Habitual charging of fees less than those established by minimum fee schedule (canon 12) 34:51 Jan '70

Income tax preparer purchasing refund from client (canon 28) 27:46 May '63

Is it ethical for professional service corporation to practice law? (canons 31-35, 37, 47) 29:47 May '65

Law lists (canons 27, 43) 4:37 Dec '39, 7:30 Jun '43, 27:8 Nov '63

Lawyer accepting employment as advocate in matter upon which he previously acted in judicial capacity, by Clark 28:40 May '64

Lawyer may not pay expenses of litigation for client (canon 42) 26:302 Nov '62
LEGAL ETHICS -- CANONS, continued
Lawyers' names on financial statements 17:93 Mar '53, 31:49 Apr '67
Limiting pre-trial dissemination of information prejudicial to fair trial 32:48 Jul '68
Misconduct in other than professional capacity, by Cassis 30:5 Mar '66
1962 district bar meetings, by Stephenson 26:305 Nov '62
On the doctrine of equal competence, by Chisen (canon 27) 33:37 Jan '65
Personal gain (canon 11) 17:96 Mar '53
Pretrial public statements (canon 20) 28:37 May '64
Re: Commonwealth attorney, by Matthews 28:11 Sep '64
Retaining names of deceased partners in firm names (canon 33) 27:48 May '63
Schrivner's opposition to probate of will (canon 6) 26:76 Mar '62
Stirring up litigation (canon 28) 12:127 Jun '48
Trial lawyer's obligation with respect to newspaper discussion of pending legislation, by Cassis 29:31 Nov '65
Unauthorized practice of law not abetted by attorney for building and loan, by Clark (canon 6) 29:51 Jan '65
Unauthorized practice of law aided by lending agency attorney? 29:54 Jan '65
Where the just law ends, by Battisti 28:50 Mar '64
Why canon 20? by Cassis 29:31 Nov '65

LEGAL ETHICS -- CONFLICTING INTERESTS
The joint petition -- a problem of ethics, by Rather 39:14 Oct '75

LEGAL ETHICS -- DISCIPLINE See also DISCIPLINE
The importance of discipline 39:36 Apr '75
Kentucky disciplinary procedures 43:42 Jan '79
Kentucky disciplinary rules and the Clark report: twins, not distant cousins by Whitmer 34:20 Oct '70
Lawyer discipline in Kentucky, by Warner 43:34 Jul '79
A lawyer's personal and professional life (editorial) 40:12 Jul '76
Let's do our part, by Kessinger 39:13 Jul '75
Morally wrong, legally right? by Harned 19:186 Sep '55
Professional competence; the role of the Bar Association, by Coy 35:25 Jan '71
Protection to the public, by Whitmer Special edition:84 Jan '72
Public opinion and bar discipline 6:45 Jun '42
Unwarranted castigation of the bar 36:54 Oct '72

LEGAL ETHICS -- DUAL PRACTICE
A note on dual practice, by Ford 41:46 Jan '77
Propriety of a lawyer practicing two professions; should attorney engage in both practice of law and operation of real estate business? by Swanger 38:19 Jul '74
LEGAL ETHICS -- FEES See also FEES; LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS

LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS See also LEGAL ETHICS -- CANONS
Advertising by attorney who is candidate for public office (opinion E-53) 36:17 Jan '72
Advertising in Kentucky Bar Journal (E-91) 38:46 Jul '74
Advertising lawyer in general practice of law (E-224) 44:55 Apr '80
Advertising legal services although not admitted to practice in state (E-261) 46:46 Jul '82
Advertising moving of law offices (canon 27) 32:30 Jan '68
Appearance of impropriety 35:61 Apr '71
Assistant Commonwealth's attorney accepting fee from victim's family after leaving office (E-157) 41:31 Jan '77
Assistant Commonwealth attorney may not act as defense counsel in criminal case (E-211) 44:47 Jul '80
Assistant Commonwealth attorney or associates engaging in private law practice (E-210) 44:47 Jul '80
Assistant county attorney in private practice cannot file separate action on behalf of mother to recover support from father if action pending (E-76) 38:13 Apr '74
Assistant county attorney may not defend criminal case in county other than that of his/her appointment (E-193) 43:50 Jan '79
Assistant county attorney or law partners may not defend criminal cases in quarterly, county, circuit, or district courts (E-160) 41:39 Apr '77
Assistant county attorney serving as deputy sheriff or constable (E-113) 39:24 Oct '75
Assistant county attorney who becomes district judge should disqualify himself only in those cases in which he was actively involved (JE-32) 46:45 Jan '82
Assistant county attorney who does exclusively Title IV-D cases may not represent clients in defense in criminal cases (E-248) 45:42 Oct '81
Assistant prosecutor defending client in criminal case 26:151 May '62
Associate of Commonwealth's attorney, county attorney and prosecuting city attorney may not represent plaintiff in civil action arising out of same subject matter and which Commonwealth's attorney has duty to prosecute (No. E-64) 37:10 Jul '73
Attorney, a member of public defender program in one county may share office space with attorney who is trial commissioner in another county (E-96) 38:11 Oct '74
Attorney acting on behalf of clients to have individual declared incompetent may later accept appointment as committee for that individual (E-99) 39:26 Jan '75
LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS, continued

Attorney also licensed as insurance agent executing bonds as attorney-in-fact for insurance company (E-82) 38:31 Jul '74

Attorney and law student sharing office (E-107) 39:21 Jul '75

Attorney and personal service contract 39:21 Jul '75

Attorney as shareholder, director and/or officer of corporation organized to represent professional athletes (E-89) 38:42 Jul '74

Attorney called to testify in criminal proceedings (E-177) 42:21 Jan '78

Attorney charging client fee for services performed prior to his discharge by the client where original referring attorney accepts employment in the case (E-73) 38:27 Jan '74

Attorney-client relationship (canons 6, 37) 34:10 Apr '70

Attorney contracting with legal service office to represent clients in bankruptcy court (E-201) 43:36 Apr '79

Attorney employed by bank to perform title examination may sign dual certification acknowledging responsibility to bank and customer requesting exam (E-222) 44:42 Jan '80

Attorney employed by Department of Transportation, whose duties include matters involving eminent domain, workmen's compensation, etc., may accept part-time position as police judge in fourth-class city (E-79) 38-16 Apr '74

Attorney employed by firm in private practice representing client where opposing counsel employed by same firm (E-206) 43:37 Apr '79

Attorney employed by government agency representing client before another government agency (E-200) 43:35 Apr '79

Attorney endorsing commercial product (E-260) 46:46 Jul '82

Attorney engaged in business 36:62 Jan '72

Attorney failing to appear before court hearing when he/she has not been paid for legal services to be rendered (E-247) 45:42 Oct '81

Attorney for Commonwealth prosecuting criminal action against defendant who was party to civil action in which attorney represented one of parties (E-257) 46:44 Jul '82

Attorney for insurance carrier defending claim against its policy holder by insured's wife may not file answer to the suit without consulting insured (E-105) 39:21 Jul '75

Attorney General participating in criminal proceedings against persons who were co-defendants in civil actions (E-171) 42:21 Jan '78

Attorney, incorporated according to KRS Chapter 274, practicing law under designation "John Doe & Associates P.S.C." (E-246) 45:40 Oct '81

Attorney mailing tax work sheets to clients (canon 27) 34:9 Apr '70
LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS, continued

Attorney may be employed by collection agency to represent creditor (E-93) 38:43 Jul '74

Attorney may continue association with law firm, with the name included in firm stationery, following attorney's election to the position of magistrate (E-86) 38:38 Jul '74

Attorney may engage in both practice of law and operation of real estate business (E-74) 38:12 Apr '74, 38:19 Jul '74

Attorney may maintain branch office in a county other than that in which his principal office is located (E-85) 38:37 Jul '74

Attorney may not act as trial commissioner of juvenile court in county where partner is Commonwealth attorney (E-97) 39:26 Jan '75

Attorney may not contact opposing party to obtain information relating to pending controversy without consent of opposing counsel (No. E-65) 37:12 Jul '73

Attorney may not include on letterhead reference to his position as a public official (E-84) 38:36 Jul '74

Attorney may not negotiate directly with a layman representing the insurer during pending litigation (E-67) 37:14 Jul '73

Attorney may not knowingly file suit in a court lacking jurisdiction to hear case (E-236) 44:47 Oct '80

Attorney may not make gift of legal services to nonprofit organization (E-239) 45:28 Jul '81

Attorney may not represent city employee in disability claim when attorney previously served as city attorney dealing with same claim (E-104) 39:34 Apr '75

Attorney may not represent on retainer a corporation engaged in business of selling a package of computerized collection letters which includes two letters from attorney with pre-printed signature (E-90) 38:43 Jul '74

Attorney may not send clients generally a notice of estate planning service where it might be taken as a suggestion to employ him (opinion E-49) 36:14 Jan '72

Attorney may not send to defendant's insurance carrier a copy of a demand letter addressed to defendant's attorney (E-95) 38:11 Oct '74

Attorney may not start income tax service under assumed name (No. E-63) 37:9 Jul '73

Attorney may not submit information relating to litigation to news media (opinion E-52) 36:16 Jan '72

Attorney may not use professional card of colored lucite containing logo of the scales of justice (E-77) 38:14 Apr '74

Attorney may represent party before a planning and zoning board in subsequent proceedings at appellate level 35:61 Apr '71

Attorney, member of board of Legal Services Program, representing client when adverse party is represented by attorney of same program (E-258) 46:45 Jul '82

Attorney of building and loan not soliciting business (35) 29:52 Jan '65
LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS, continued

Attorney offsetting against some judgment due client, an amount due lawyer on previous unrelated case (E-233) 44:46 Oct '80

Attorney may not prepare and publish in his own newspaper reports of his actions as county attorney (E-100) 39:18 Jan '75

Attorney participating in legal advising system of university student government (E-101) 39:26 Jan '75

Attorney participating in plan of remodeling association legal services (E-108) 39:21 Jul '75

Attorney participating in publicity about pending litigation improper conduct? (No. E-68) 37:15 Jul '73

Attorney representing both parties in agreed divorce, representing specified party in later disagreement (E-226) 44:55 Apr '80

Attorney representing successor corporation in litigation against prior owner 35:23 Jan '71

Attorney requesting public employment; attorney owning title insurance agency (E-103) 39:34 Apr '75

Attorney retained by credit bureau 26:304 Nov '62

Attorney running for clerk of Court of Appeals advising public that he is lawyer (E-109) 39:21 Jul '75

Attorney services exploited by intervening lay agency? 29:52 Jan '65

Attorney serving as county judge may write series of newspaper articles on probate and estate law and procedure (E-78) 38:15 Apr '74

Attorney specializing in a branch of law sending notices to other attorneys (E-72) 38:26 Jan '74

Attorney taping conversations in own office between attorney, client, another attorney and client without consent of parties (E-98) 39:26 Jan '75

Attorney who does estate planning for husband and wife later representing either one in subsequent divorce action (E-245) 45:40 Oct '81

Attorney who earlier represented injured employee again representing injured employee against employer in workers' compensation claim (E-197) 43:51 Jan '79

Attorney who files joint petition in uncontested divorce may not represent either party in subsequent related litigation (E-207) 43:37 Apr '79

Attorney who is criminal trial commissioner in quarterly court may not share office space with assistant county attorney (E-94) 38:10 Oct '74

Attorney who is member of Kentucky Legal Services Plan displaying decal that he/she is member of plan (E-231) 44:50 Jul '80

Attorney who obtains listing of real property for broker may not represent broker in litigation against owner of property (E-178) 42:21 Jan '78

Attorney who represents Fraternal Order of Police may not practice criminal law in same jurisdiction (E-230) 44:50 Jul '80
LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS

Attorney who shares office space with another who is part-time assistant to county attorney may not represent juveniles in juvenile court proceedings (E-238) 45:28 Jul '81

Attorneys continuing use of deceased attorney's name in proposed law firm (E-83) 38:35 Jul '83

Attorneys in same law office representing defendants jointly charged (E-242) 45:29 Jul '81

Attorneys may appear on radio program sponsored by a real estate firm if certain guidelines followed (opinion E-50) 36:15 Jan '72

Avoiding appearance of improper relationship 35:43 Oct '71

Bar association placing series of informational articles in local newspapers (E-110) 39:21 Jul '75

Business cards in public accessible place (E-240) 45:28 Jul '81

Business cards with office manager or paralegal (E-191) 43:49 Jan '79

Charging fees less than minimum (canon 12) 32:38 Oct '68

Charging fees less than those set in KBA minimum fee schedule (canon 12) 27:9 Nov '63

Christmas cards advertising? 29:55 Jan '65

Christmas greeting cards (E-112) 39:24 Oct '75

City attorney may not act as defense counsel in criminal case in which charges brought by police in either district or circuit court (E-196) 43:51 Jan '79

City attorney may represent land owner whose property is being taken through condemnation proceedings by urban renewal commission of that city (E-80) 38:29 Jul '74

City prosecutor's participation in circuit and federal district courts (E-81) 38:30 Jul '74

Commonwealth attorney may not represent party other than the State in state condemnation proceeding (E-241) 45:28 Jul '81

Commonwealth's attorney prosecuting defendant on retrial (E-124) 40:27 Jan '76

Commonwealth's attorney representing public utility companies (E-71) 38:25 Jan '74

Competitive bids (opinion 2) 26:76 Mar '62

Conflict between public office and practice of law 26:150 May '62

Conflicting interests 27:11 Nov '63, 30:12 Nov '66, 34:9 Apr '70, 35:11 Jul '71, 35:52 Apr '72

Counsel for defendant in criminal case withdrawing on day of trial because fee not paid (E-134) 40:24 Apr '76

County attorney also serving as fourth-class city attorney (E-129) 40:27 Jan '76

County attorney engaging in litigation for client against nursing home for which the attorney has power to issue bonds 36:52 Apr '72

County attorney may conduct both county and private practice from courthouse office (E-115) 39:24 Oct '75
LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS, continued

County attorney may not legally engage in practice of workmen's compensation and related cases (No. E-66) 37:13 Jul '73, 39:26 Jan '75

County attorney may not represent a landowner whose property is being condemned by the Kentucky Department of Highways (E-75) 38:13 Apr '74

County attorney may represent a city in the same county on a contract basis (E-88) 38:13 Jul '74

County attorney or Commonwealth attorney cannot ethically represent defendants charged with crime in any court in Commonwealth 35:12 Jul '71

County attorney representing county residents in dispute over legality of contract into which county entered before attorney assumed office (E-141) 40:19 Jul '76

County attorney representing employer in a labor dispute 35:23 Jan '71

County attorney sharing office with judge of police court (E-128) 40:27 Jan '76

County attorney sitting beside judge at court proceedings (E-115) 39:24 Oct '75

County attorneys, Re 16:12 Dec '51

County court probate commissioner representing client in probate proceeding 27:9 Nov '63

County judge/lawyer may furnish printed forms to representatives in decedents' estates (E-135) 40:24 Apr '76

County or Commonwealth's attorneys may not represent licensees in disciplinary actions before licensing boards (E-263) 46:47 Jul '82

Credit cards as payment for legal services (E-172) 42:21 Jan '78

Criminal law practice by partners, or associates or office space sharers with judges, justices of peace, trial commissioners, prosecutors, probate commissioners, aldermen, or associates (opinion E-61) 36:5 Oct '72

Criminal trial commissioner prohibited from practicing law in certain jurisdictions? (opinion 57) 36:29 Jul '72

Disagreement with client (opinion 3) 26:77 Mar '62

Disbarred lawyer may not be hired by lawyer to perform duties for lawyer (E-228) 44:55 Apr '80

Disciplinary complaint (E-139) 40:19 Jul '76

Division of fees among attorneys (opinion 55) 36:18 Jan '72

Does local rule of court authorizing service on party against whom relief is sought and attorney of record after a judgment in divorce action violate DR 7-104 (A)(1)? (E-208) 44:46 Jul '80

Escrow accounts (E-126) 40:27 Jan '76

Ethical for professional service corporation to practice law? 29:47 May '65
LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS, continued
Examination of title (E-186) 42:26 Oct '78
Fee division by law partners 27:7 Nov '63
Fee paid to mortgage company by attorney 34:54 Oct '70
Financial disclosure law violates attorney-client privilege when applied to lawyers (E-87) 38:38 Jul '74
Former assistant Commonwealth's attorney defending against criminal charge when alleged crime occurred while he was in office (E-146) 40:30 Oct '76
Former attorney for governmental agency, upon leaving agency, may accept private employment in matter pending in agency (E-212) 44:48 Jul '80
Four advisory opinions on legal ethics, by Harned 16:8 Dec '51
Group legal service plan may not accept fee for handling workers' compensation case (E-188) 43:49 Jan '79
Group legal services (E-69) 37:16 Jul '73
Habitual charging of fees less than established by minimum fee schedule 34:50 Jan '70
Income tax preparer purchasing refund from client 27:46 May '63
Indebtedness basis for discipline of attorney 27:12 Nov '63
Indiana attorney may not advertise in Louisville yellow-pages if not licensed in Kentucky (E-229) 44:55 Apr '80
Informal opinions of the ethics committee, by Stratton 35:21 Jan '71
Insurance company may not employ in-house counsel to represent their insured after law suit filed (E-256) 46:36 Jan '82
KBA committee on professional ethics, by Hancock 36:14 Jan '72
Kenton County Bar Association (request for Court of Appeals review) 15:45 Mar '51, 26:150 May '62
Kentucky attorney may form partnership with attorney in another state for operation of law offices in both states (E-92) 38:47 Jul '74
Kentucky Bar's ethics and unauthorized practice opinions to be published 36:51 Apr '72
Kentucky lawyer entering partnership with New York firm to handle forwarded commercial accounts (E-221) 44-42 Jan '80
Law firm accepting title examination employment when members of firm on real estate lender's board (E-147) 40:30 Oct '76
Law firm paying bonuses (E-166) 41:28 Jul '77
Law firm publishing announcement in newspaper notifying public of opening of new offices (E-249) 45:42 Oct '81
Law firm publishing announcement of opening offices (E-162) 41:28 Jul '77
Law list publishing 27:8 Nov '63
LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS, continued
Law school alumni association directory (E-218) 43:49 Jul '79

Lawyer accepting employment adverse to bank for whom he/she formerly worked (E-148) 40:30 Oct '76

Lawyer advising laymen conducting own divorce action (E-203) 43:36 Apr '79

Lawyer appointed trial commissioner may practice law before judge who appointed lawyer (E-214) 44:49 Jul '80

Lawyer distributing cards identifying as specializing in branch of law (E-122) 40:27 Jan '76

Lawyer employed by corporation may not have name on corporation's directory (E-185) 42:26 Oct '78

Lawyer employing former lawyer who is presently disbarred (E-255) 46:36 Jan '82

Lawyer engaging in part-time claims adjusting for insurance company (E-123) 40:27 Jan '76

Lawyer entering contingent fee arrangement for collection of back child support or alimony (E-205) 43:36 Apr '79

Lawyer causing the issuance of subpoena without giving notice of recorded interview to opposing counsel (E-140) 40:19 Jul '76

Lawyer employed by insurance company may not plan estates and prepare wills and other documents as part of service by insurer to its customers (E-150) 40:30 Oct '76

Lawyer entering contingent fee contract in divorce action (E-168) 41:42 Oct '77

Lawyer may not employ former lawyer, presently disbarred, to perform paralegal duties (E-256) 46:36 Jan '82

Lawyer may not furnish legal services to member of prepaid legal services plan (E-156) 41:31 Jan '77

Lawyer may not send non-lawyer to his/her client's deposition to observe (E-251) 46:34 Jan '82

Lawyer, member of police force, may not defend criminal cases outside county (E-137) 40:24 Apr '76

Lawyer not required to charge fees set by bar association schedule (E-202) 43:36 Apr '79

Lawyer on board of trustees of a college which employs that lawyer's firm on a retainer fee basis (opinion E-60) 36:5 Oct '72

Lawyer on contract for city may not bring suit against city in another matter (E-190) 43:49 Jan '79

Lawyer publishing listing in directory of collection agencies (E-164) 41:28 Jul '77

Lawyer purchasing another lawyer's practice after disbarment (E-175) 42:21 Jan '78

Lawyer representing murder victim in wrongful death action, assisting Commonwealth's attorney against alleged murderer without withdrawing from him employment in wrongful death action (E-151) 40:30 Oct '76
LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS

Lawyer representing stockholder in corporation for whom lawyer formerly was representative (E-155) 41:31 Jan '77

Lawyer representing two or more Kentucky municipalities simultaneously (E-199) 43:35 Apr '79

Lawyer retained by bonding company to represent defendant in criminal action for entering plea and negotiating penalty (E-125) 40:27 Jan '76

Lawyer revealing names and addresses of clients (E-253) 46:35 Jan '82

Lawyer representing two or more Kentucky municipalities simultaneously (E-199) 43:35 Apr '79

Lawyer retained by bonding company to represent defendant in criminal action for entering plea and negotiating penalty (E-125) 40:27 Jan '76

Lawyer revealing names and addresses of clients (E-253) 46:35 Jan '82

Lawyer serving as city attorney while partner represents planning and zoning commission for county in which city is located (E-152) 40:30 Oct '76

Lawyer serving as county judge pro tempore may defend criminal cases in quarterly and circuit court (E-133) 40:24 Apr '76

Lawyer sharing office space with circuit judge within same circuit (E-187) 43:48 Jan '79

Lawyer sharing office space with part-time Commonwealth attorney may not practice criminal law in district court (E-194) 43:50 Jan '79

Lawyer sharing office space with quarterly court trial commissioner, defending criminal cases in other courts (E-143) 40:19 Jul '76

Lawyer sharing office with county attorney may not accept employment adverse to county (E-159) 41:39 Apr '77

Lawyer signing title opinion when examination made by non-lawyers (E-195) 43:51 Jan '79

Lawyer suing client to collect fee (E-237) 44:47 Oct '80

Lawyer, unlicensed as real estate broker, selling real estate in connection with estate settlement (E-204) 43:36 Apr '79

Lawyer who drafted will representing beneficiaries and executor under will where lawyer will be witness as to competency (E-232) 44:50 Jul '80

Lawyer who has suit pending against corporation may not contact the president or manager without prior consent of other lawyer (E-213) 44:48 Jul '80

Lawyer who is executor/administrator or attorney for estate may not purchase property from the estate (E-217) 43:49 Jul '79

Lawyer who prepared deed may defend suit to have the conveyance set aside (E-145) 40:30 Oct '76

Lawyer who shares office with county attorney may not accept employment adverse to county (E-243) 45:30 Jul '81

Lawyers as subject of newspaper article upon first opening office for practice (E-161) 41:39 Apr '77

Lawyers, sharing offices, one of whom is assistant county attorney, defending case in quarterly court (E-167) 41:28 Jul '77
LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS, continued

Lawyer's use of "J.D." or "LL.B." after name on business card (E-209) 44:46 Jul '80

Legal assistants (E-142) 40:19 Jul '76

Legal clinic without member of law firm's name appearing (E-219) 43:10 Oct '79

Letterhead (E-158) 41:31 Jan '77

Letterhead listing two lawyers when there is no partnership (E-259) 46:45 Jul '82

Letterhead reference to position as county judge (E-138) 40:24 Apr '76

Letterheads (E-114) 39:24 Oct '75

Letterheads (E-163) 41:28 Jul '77

List in yellow pages of law firm outside city which directory covers (E-262) 46:46 Jul '82

Magistrate or justice of peace completing defense of criminal cases begun prior to his appointment (E-154) 40:30 Oct '76

Members of law firm practicing before Kentucky Workmen's Compensation Board when one firm member is director of Board (E-127) 40:27 Jan '76

Merry Christmas, by Perdue 29:55 Jan '65

Mortgagee's attorney in foreclosure may not bid on mortgaged property (E-173) 42:21 Jan '78

Multi-state law firm partners not required to be members of Kentucky Bar (E-189) 43:49 Jan '79

Non-Kentucky lawyer name on stationary (E-198) 43:34 Apr '79

Non-practicing lawyer may not state on business card that he/she is "attorney at law" (E-149) 40:30 Oct '76

Not per se unethical for attorney to accept employment by insurance company under certain conditions (opinion 58) 36:32 Jul '72

A note on dual practice, by Ford 41:46 Jan '77

"Of counsel" 34:11 Apr '70

Organization by attorneys of professional service corporation 26:301 Nov '62

Paralegal may not appear in court and argue motion on behalf of client (E-227) 44:55 Apr '80

Paralegal name on letterhead (E-223) 44:55 Apr '80

Part time assistant county attorney may not represent defendant in civil action to collect delinquent support payments (E-215) 43:48 Jul '79

Partner or associate of city attorney defending criminal actions in district and/or circuit courts (E-225) 44:55 Apr '80

Partner of attorney for Planning and Zoning Commission may not represent applicants for zoning changes before Commission (E-244) 45:30 Jul '81

Partner of county attorney may not represent defendants in criminal cases in other counties or states (E-102) 39:34 Apr '75
LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS, continued

Partners of U.S. magistrate defending criminal cases in state courts (E-131) 40:24 Apr '76

Partners representing Workmen's Compensation Board and member of General Assembly, respectively (E-174) 42:21 Jan '78

Partnership (No. 62) 38:24 Jan '74

Payment of current litigation expenses on non-contingent basis (subsidizing client during course of litigation) not permitted (opinion E-51) 36:15 Jan '72

Payment to court reporter by attorney for transcript 26:301 Nov '62

Physician, also a lawyer, may not display sign identifying himself as lawyer (E-132) 40:24 Apr '76

Picture of lawyer included in advertisement for legal services (E-254) 46:36 Jan '82

Police officer engaged in law practice (E-111) 39:21 Jul '75

Practice by attorney before court where appointment vested in office held by attorney 29:45 Sep '65

Printing "J.D.," or "L.L.M." on announcement cards (E-234) 44:46 Oct '80

Propriety of a lawyer practicing two professions: law and real estate 38:19 Jul '74

Prosecuting attorney representing client in collection of claims against city 26:154 May '62

Prosecuting attorney who has represented a party in divorce subsequently participating in prosecution of adverse party for nonsupport of children (E-153) 40:30 Oct '76

Prosecutor may not secure affidavits from jurors in criminal case regarding their opinions about accused's penalty (E-220) 43:10 Oct '79

Public defender privately charging fee for services rendered pursuant to appointment (E-165) 41:28 Jul '77

Public defender representing indigent defendant in one county and same defendant for fee in another county (E-250) 46:34 Jan '82

Refusing to deliver certain items in file to client after being dismissed by client (E-235) 44:46 Oct '80

Reporting unauthorized practice of law (E-169) 41:42 Oct '77

Restrictive covenant prohibiting associate from practicing law within stated distance of office (E-176) 42:21 Jan '78

Retaining names of deceased lawyers in firm names 27:46 May '63

Schrivner's opposition to probate of will (opinion 1) 26:76 Mar '62

Seeking employment by letter (canon 27) 26:153 May '62

Service and interest charges on advancements in litigation (E-216) 43:48 Jul '79

Sharing office space with real estate broker (E-192) 43:50 Jan '79

Sign across street from office, identifying lawyer (E-130) 40:27 Jan '76

Sign bearing lawyer's name (E-170) 41:42 Oct '77
LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS, continued
Telephone directory listing (E-144) 40:30 Oct '76
Unauthorized practice of law aided by lending agency
attorney? 29:54 Jan '65
Unauthorized practice of law for bank officer to draw
legal instrument, by Kessinger 32:21 Oct '68
Unauthorized practice of law not abetted by attorney
for building and loan, by Clark 29:51 Jan '65
Unethical for lawyer to discuss case pending in court
with representative of insurance carrier (canon 9)
30:13 Mar '66
Uninsured motorist contacted by lawyer representing insured
client (opinion E-54) 36:18 Jan '72
U.S. magistrate representing local government agencies
on retainer basis (E-136) 40:24 Apr '76
Use of camping trailer as office by attorney (opinion
59) 36:32 Jul '72
Use of term "doctor" by attorneys 35:23 Jan '71
Workmen's compensation claimants charged in excess amount
fixed by KRS 342.320 26:155 May '62
LEGAL ETHICS -- SOLICITING CASES
Virginia trial court holds trainmen decision is not a
license to solicit 29:47 Mar '65
LEGAL ETHICS -- TAX REFUNDS
"Quickie refund" business quashed by alert IRS 28:53 Jan '64
LEGAL FEES  See FEES
LEGAL HISTORY  See also BUILDINGS, HISTORIC; COURTHOUSES;
COURTS -- HISTORY; KENTUCKY HISTORY; LAWYERS IN HISTORY
"And do you further solemnly swear" 32:22 Jan '68
Benefit of clergy in Fayette county, by Adams 20:129
Jun '56
Commonwealth vs. Shelby, by Coleman 17:129 Jun '53
The courts and the bar, by Dodd (address) 9:97 Jun '45
Early history of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, by Weiss
29:4 Jul '65
The evolution of the jury, by Bryson 12:59 Dec '47
First contingent fee contract in Kentucky (illus. 1799)
31:59 Jan '67
The first lawyer in Kentucky (John Todd) 30:6 Nov '66
The Henry Clay law office, by Christen 33:41 Jul '69
Historic courthouses: a special responsibility for lawyers,
by Montague 27:13 May '63
Historic office in jeopardy; law office of Henry Clay
may become parking lot, by Caldwell 33:5 Apr '69
Historical truths and legal consequences 30:30 Jul '66
LEGAL HISTORY, continued
A history of the Kentucky Bar 37:62 Oct '73
The history of the 27th judicial district, by B. Stivers 28:31 Mar '64
Kentucky's new deal of the 1820's, by Clay 4:16 Dec '39
Looking backward, by Phelps 9:144 Sep '45
The matter of memoirs, by Evans 1:23 Mar '37
Robert Trimble: A Kentucky Justice on the Supreme Court, by Schneider 12:21 Dec '47
Some great lawyers in Kentucky history, by Volz 26:92 Mar '62
Statemen and jurists 26:(11) Sep '62
Vanderbilt Law Review (abstract) 43:52 Oct '79
"Woe to you lawyers"; a reexamination of the heritage of the Bar, by Turley 30:5 Sep '66

LEGAL HISTORY -- GREAT BRITAIN
Restoration of the Inns of Court, by Rosenstein 13:17 Dec '48

LEGAL INTERNSHIP See inters, legal

LEGAL MALPRACTICE See insurance, malpractice; malpractice (legal)

LEGAL PROFESSION See also lawyers; jurisprudence; practice of law
The bar and law enforcement agencies 1:20 Sep '37
Bar's concern over adequacy of legal services; ABA news 29:60 May '65
The challenge of the critical century, by Stahr 13:113 Jun '49
A changing profession (editorial), by Ebert 26:119 Mar '62
Chief Justice Burger should apologize to lawyers, by Westberry 42:11 Jan '78
Everything that is, is bad and any change will make it worse 29:49 Mar '65
The general practitioner fights for his life, by Smith 39:5 Jan '75
Justice Clark suggests six 1978 goals for U.S. Bar 30:8 Nov '66
Law and poverty 29:25 Nov '65, 30:45 Sep '66
The law schools and the Bar, by Volz 26:52 Jan '62
The lawyer's relation to the law, by Palmore (address, Apr. 21, 1961) 25:165 Jun '61
Legal problems -- people problems: you deal with both! by Christopher 37:31 Oct '73
A letter of advice to a young lawyer in the days of Thomas Jefferson, by Davis 3:31 Jun '39
Letters from a judge to his lawyer son 11:74 Dec '46
Nothing profound, by Moore 17:138 Jun '53
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obligation of a judge to the lawyer, by Warren</td>
<td>address</td>
<td>Nov '62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our legal profession, by Gordon</td>
<td>address</td>
<td>Jul '67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our profession, by Stratton</td>
<td>Apr '76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional competence (editorial) by Stratton</td>
<td>Apr '75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional specialization</td>
<td>Oct '76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public relations</td>
<td>Jul '74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A realistic route to recognition of specialization in Kentucky</td>
<td>Turley</td>
<td>Oct '76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shall lawyers advertise?</td>
<td>Robbins</td>
<td>Dec '38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shall state and local bar associations vender opinions</td>
<td>Kohrman</td>
<td>Mar '63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement of the State Bar of Texas to subcommittee on representation of citizens' interest of the committee on the judiciary United States Senate</td>
<td>Jeffers</td>
<td>Oct '74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To the people of Kentucky</td>
<td>Bibb (1815)</td>
<td>Mar '44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To the public, the Bench, and the Bar</td>
<td>Ayer</td>
<td>Jan '72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viva la brevity</td>
<td>Denham</td>
<td>Jul '67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is a lawyer?</td>
<td>Herman</td>
<td>Dec '57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What others think; the lawyer's image in the community</td>
<td>Gallagher</td>
<td>Apr '69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Where there is no law, neither is there transgression,&quot;</td>
<td>Garwood</td>
<td>Sep '65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wigs, gowns and justice</td>
<td>address</td>
<td>May '64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can have no greater destiny</td>
<td>Moynahan</td>
<td>Oct '72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young lawyers section report</td>
<td>Huddleston</td>
<td>Oct '72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law research program, the University of Louisville School of Law</td>
<td>Volz</td>
<td>Sep '62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Detroit Journal of Urban Law (abstract)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr '79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Moral turpitude,&quot;</td>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Oct '69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A way with the word</td>
<td>Meadows</td>
<td>Jul '69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Moral turpitude,&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Moral turpitude,&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A way with the word</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEGISLATION  See also KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES; KENTUCKY STATUTES

Changes made by the 1962 legislature in Chapter 140 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes, by Riley 26:241
Jul '62

Circuit judges as special commissioners, by Montgomery 27:8 Jan '63

Constitution revision: two subjects under consideration, by Fleming 29:20 Sep '65

Did the 1964 General Assembly authorize savings and loan associations to collect attorney's fees as part of the costs in foreclosures of real estate mortgages? 29:16 Jan '65

Historic sites legislation for Kentucky, by Montague 27:42 Nov '63

House Bill 65 (1962) 27:9 Jan '63

House Bill 65 is the law of the land 26:183 May '62

House Bill 73 (unauthorized practice) 26:264 Sep '62

H.B. 74 (criminal code abolished, 1962) 27:33 Jan '63

In memoriam: 1964 KSBA legislative program, R.I.P. 28:43 Jul '64

The information gap, by Fogle 33:23 Jul '69

Lawyer's bills and legislative actions: the record of the 1968 General Assembly, by Apple 32:30 Jul '68

Legislation in the Congress (Agency Practice Bill) 28:13 Sep '64

Legislative limitations on individual constitutional rights, by Haddad 41:7 Oct '77

The legislative scoreboard, by Davis 26:181 May 62

Legislators support move for additional district judges 33:Jul '69

New legislation affecting probate practice, by Schmitt 34:19 Jul '70

Our 1962 legislative program, by Davis 26:48 Jan '62

Recent changes in Kentucky's centralized purchasing system, by Whitesell 28:30 Nov '64

A review of 1946 Kentucky legislation, by Cullen 10:176 Jun '46

Too many laws, by Phelps 13:70 Mar '49

LEGISLATIVE AIDES

Legislative aide program, by Smith 33:55 Jan '69

LEGISLATORS  See also LAWYERS IN PUBLIC OFFICE

Lawyers in 1942 (portraits) 5:6 Dec '41

Lawyers in 1952 16:17 Dec '51

Lawyers in 1954 18:7 Dec '53

Lawyers in 1962 (portraits) 26:82 Mar '62

What a member of the Kentucky legislature should know, by Hardison 13:144 Sep '49

LEHICH, J. WARD

Statement to petit jurors 15:106 Jun '51
LEIBSON, CHARLES M.
Award, outstanding state trial judge 44:39 Oct '80
How and when to use video tape depositions 42:30 Apr '78
Portrait 42:31 Apr '78

LENIHAN, JAMES B.
Kentucky's medical malpractice laws provide compulsory
unlimited coverage at reduced costs 40:15 Jul '76
Portrait 40:15 Apr '76

LENIHAN, JOSEPH L.
Myth versus reality in the Supreme Court of the United
States 30:34 Mar '66
Practice rule change from the United States Supreme
Court 31:30 Oct '67
A Supreme Court Justice encounters violence 16:193
Sep '52

LESTER, CHARLES BRUCE
Portrait 40:27 Oct '76

LEVERONNE, NORBERT D.
In retrospect 31:39 Oct '67
Portrait 31:39 Oct '67

LEWIS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Photograph 25:cover Sep '61

LEWIS, RICHARD H.
Kentucky corporation law: the 1972 model is coming
soon 36:46 Jul '72
Portrait 36:46 Jul '72

LEWIS, SHIPPEN
Practicing law by telephone 10:23 Dec '45

LIABILITY  See  DAMAGES; GOVERNMENT LIABILITY;
INSURANCE, LIABILITY; LIABILITY (LAWYERS'); MALPRACTICE;
MASTER AND SERVANT; NEGLIGENCE; TORTS

LIABILITY (LAWYERS')  See also  INSURANCE, LIABILITY;
MALPRACTICE
Journal of the Kansas Bar Association (abstract) 44:54
Jan '80
The Kentucky lawyer's liability on certificates of title
15:24 Dec '50

LIBEL AND SLANDER
The Supreme Court and defamation: a relaxation of
constitutional restraints, by Eldex 44:38 Jan '80
LICENSING
Should agencies license attorneys? 27:32 Sep '63

LIENS  See also DEBTOR AND CREDITOR; MORTGAGES; TAX

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM
Abraham Lincoln spanned the distance, by Shearer 40:12 Jan '76
Abraham Lincoln--the lawyer, by Lindsay 12:141 Jun '48
Lincoln's last day, by Townsend 40:38 Jul '76

LINDSAY, VACHEL
Abraham Lincoln--the lawyer 12:141 Jun '48

LIQUOR LAWS  See LOCAL OPTION LAW

LITERATURE
Law as a theme of literature, by Stephenson 36:45 Jan '72

LITIGATION
The effect of proposals to modify litigation process: litigation vs. non-judicial dispute processing, by Nowak 43:40 Jul '79

LITTELL'S LAWS OF KENTUCKY
Act abolishing benefit of clergy 20:131 Jun '56

LIVELY, FREDERICK PIERCE  See LIVELY, PIERCE

LIVELY, MAX
The lawyer's biggest problem 18:125 Jun '54
Too long to do a job 25:152 Jun '61

LIVELY, PIERCE
A federal judge speaks out, by Landrum 41:15 Jan '77
Portrait 37:cover Jan '73

LIVENGOOD, CHARLES H., JR.
The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938: enforcement procedures 5:14 Sep '41

LOCAL OPTION LAW
Opinion of the attorney general relative to local option law, by Keller 1:25 Jun '37

LOFTUS, ELIZABETH F.
Eyewitness Testimony (book review) 44:55 Oct '80

LONG, GEORGE E., II
Portrait 37:6 Apr '73
Statewide youth education program moves forward! 37:6
Apr '73
Youth education program--six months report 37:53 Jul '73
LOOKOFSKY, BENJAMIN J.
Portrait 29:7 Jul '65
Successor's liability and inheritance tax liens 29:7 Jul '65

LOUNSBERRY, CHARLES
I knew Charles Lounsberry, by Porter 1:21 Jun '37

LOWERY, CAROL
Kramer vs. Kramer revisited 44:22 Oct '80
Portrait 44:23 Oct '80

LUKOWSKY, ROBERT O.
Bankruptcy and the estate by the entireties 27:17 Jul '63
The case for the oral decision 29:36 May '65
Judge, Kenton circuit court 27:42 Mar '63
Memorial 46:6 Jan '82
Portrait 39:16 Jan '75

LUMMUS, HENRY T.
Our heritage of impartial justice 3:22 Sep '39

LURTON, HORACE (1844-1914)
Portrait 27:28 Mar '63

LUSKY, LOUIS
Constitutional revision: the court system 24:176 Jun '60
Constitutional revision: the salary problem 24:120 Mar '60
Portrait 24:176 Jun '60
A timely warning--and a modest proposal 24:236 Sep '60

LYCAN, CHESLEY
O.C. Hall defends the poor boy 29:10 Jul '65

LYNCH, IN RE
27:12 Nov '63, 30:5 Mar '66

MACK, HARRY M.
Abandonment at sea 17:14 Dec '52

MACKAY, RICHARD LEWIS
Attorneys, check your taxes! 16:79 Mar '52

MACKEY, BLANCHE
Portrait 7:9 Sep '43

MACKOY, HARRY B.
Browsing among the old reports 8:25 Jun '44
Comment on certain recent decisions 8:18 Sep '44
The Kentucky State Bar Association program for legislation affecting the Court of Appeals 4:7 Dec '39
MACKOY, HARRY B., continued
The new Kentucky Statutes 1:13 Sep '37, 2:17 Dec '37, 2:19 Mar '38, 2:22 Jun '38, 2:19 Sep '38, 3:15 Dec '38, 3:13 Jun '39, 7:16 Jun '43
Portrait 8:25 Jun '44
Tribute (obituary) 16:197 Sep '52
The work of the committee on State constitution 10:12 Dec '45

MADISON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Photograph 30:cover Nov '66

MAGGARD, OTIS
Otis Maggard -- the case of the confusing "note", by Samuel 38:22 Oct '74

MAHONEY, RONALD
"Moral turpitude" 33:33 Oct '69
Portrait 33:39 Jul '69
The retaining fee is an engagement fee 33:39 Jul '69
A young lawyer's impression of the district meetings 32:59 Oct '68

MALIN, FRANK C.
Tribute 27:36 Mar '63

MALONE, ROSS L.
Law Day and lawyers -- U.S.A. 22:124 Jun '58

MALONEY, MIKE
The Judicial Article -- what now? 40:17 Jan '76
Portrait 40:16 Jan '76

MALONEY, R.P., JR.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals apprentice law clerk program 21:90 Mar '57

MALPRACTICE See also INSURANCE, MALPRACTICE
Forum (abstract) 45:37 Apr '81
Lawyers' professional liability in Kentucky, by Stern 42:14 Oct '78
Malpractice, by Whitmer 42:22 Oct '78
Michigan Bar Journal (abstract) 44:52 Jul '80
Professional liability protection 33:54 Apr '69
Wisconsin Bar Bulletin (abstract) 46:41 Oct '82

MALPRACTICE, INSURANCE AGENT
Insurance Law Journal (abstract) 44:58 Apr '80

MALPRACTICE (MEDICAL)
Kentucky's medical malpractice laws provide compulsory unlimited coverage at reduced costs, by Lenihan 40:15 Jul '76
The malpractice fad, by Anderson 29:14 Nov '65
MANAGEMENT  See also  LAW OFFICES -- MANAGEMENT
The attorney manager, by Schrader 31:44  Oct '67
The attorney subordinate, by Schrader 33:42  Jan '69

MANDAMUS
The ancient writs of mandamus and prohibition, by
  Williams 26:262  Sep '62
Hope springs eternal, by Bailey 6:25  Dec '41

MANION, CLARENCE E.
The Constitution is your business 18:82  Mar '54

MANNING adv. KECK
15:21  Dec '50

MAPOTHER, WILLIAM R.
Attorneys' fees recoverable in Kentucky litigation
  44:28  Oct '80
Federal exemptions under the Bankruptcy Code 44:12  Jan '80
Kentucky's new prejudgement seizure law 40:20  Jul '76
Kentucky's new rules of civil and criminal procedure
  44:22  Jan '78
The 1970 exemption and garnishment law 34:22  Jul '70
Portrait 42:22  Jan '78
Prejudgment seizure -- practice and procedure in Kentucky
  42:12  Oct '78, 43:23  Apr '79

MAPS
Appellate court districts (1939) 4:11  Dec '39
Circuit court districts (1939) 4:13  Dec '39
Congressional districts (1939) 4:12  Dec '39
"Little" Floyd county 26:18  Jan '62

MARKHAM, JERRY
Seat belt defenses in brief 36:58  Jan '72

MARR, MILDRED A.
A journey in the European Communist countries -- women
to women (address) 37:52  Apr '73

MARRIAGE
Legislature empowers circuit judges with performing
marriage ceremony 32:30  Jul '68

MARSHALL adv. CITY OF PINEVILLE
45:8  Apr '81

MARSHALL, DANIEL T., JR.
Continuing legal education in Louisville and Jefferson
  county 23:109  Mar '59

MARTIN, BOYCE F., JR.
A brief report from the Court of Appeals 42:14  Apr '78
Kentucky's new Court of Appeals 41:8  Apr '77
Portrait 40:25  Oct '76
MARTIN, DAVID
Unauthorized practice -- lay collection agencies 25:205
Sep '61

MARTIN, FLAVIUS B.
Portrait 11:118 Jun '47

MARTIN, WILLIAM B.
Portrait 36:24 Jan '72
Private environmental litigation 36:24 Jan '72

MARVIN v. MARVIN (1976)
42:40 Jan '78

MASON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Photographs 22:cover Mar '58, 22:cover Jun '58

MASTER AND SERVANT  See also NEGLIGENCE
The unassumed risks; Whittaker v. Cole, the end of
a doctrine, by Wells 30:55 Mar '66

MATTHEWS, BEN G.
Portrait 27:41 Nov '63
World conference on peace through law, Athens, Greece
27:41 Nov '63

MATTHEWS, ROBERT
Docket control 41:14 Jul '77
Kentucky has received more than its money's worth from
contract counsel 29:31 May '65
Portrait 41:14 Jul '77
Re: Commonwealth attorney 28:11 Sep '64
To make the unfee'd lawyer; a footnote to history
28:18 Nov '64

MATTHEWS, W.L.
Kentucky Law Journal 50th anniversary 26:90 Mar '62
Portrait 26:50 Jan '62
Student Bar Association (U.K.) 26:216 Jul '62
University of Kentucky College of Law enrollment
analysis 26:50 Jan '62
University of Kentucky law building 26:298 Nov '62
University of Kentucky Law Institute 26:261 Sep '62

MATTHEWS, W.L., JR.
The Bar and a study of the Kentucky judicial system
21:176 Sep '57
Constitutional limitations on frequency of assessment and
legislative control of local rates 13:19 Dec '48
The new assessment legislation 13:151 Sep '49
University of Kentucky College of Law (student apprenticeship)
27:21 May '63
University of Kentucky College of Law (professional
preparation) 27:29 Jul '63
MAULL, KIMBALL I.
Attorneys' requests for medical information -- the physician's response 39:12 Oct '75
Portrait 39:13 Oct '75

MAXWELL adv. SHEPPARD (1966)
45:47 Jul '81

MAXWELL, DAVID F.
Excerpts from address to Kentucky Bar Association, Lexington, April 4, 1957 21:119 Jun '57

MAYES adv. FORD MOTOR COMPANY
43:8 Oct '79

MAZANEC, KAMILA M.
A degree or license as marital property: the Inman case 46:18 Jan '82
Portrait 46:19 Jan '82

MAZIN, BENJAMIN
How I settled a novel case 9:158 Sep '45

MCAFEE adv. KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
27:12 Nov '63

MCCALL, JOSEPH A.
West publishing representative retires 29:35 Jul '65

MCCANN, J. MARSHALL, JR.
In memorian 38:17 Apr '74

MCCLAIN, J.A., JR.
Briefing service for Kentucky lawyers by the University of Louisville Law School 1:21 Dec '36

MCCORD, JAMES W.H.
Paralegals: are you missing a good opportunity? 44:24 Apr '80
Portrait 44:24 Apr '80

MCCORMICK, HARVEY L.
Medicare and Medicaid Claims and Procedures (book review) 42:50 Oct '78

MCCORMICK, KARL A.
What can be done to improve methods of character investigation? 3:32 Mar '39

MCCRACKEN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Photograph 23:cover Sep '59

MCDONALD, ANGUS W.
The Kentucky lawyer's liability on certificates of title 15:24 Dec '50
MCDONALD, MICHAEL O.
Kentucky's "cross-filing" law 36:49 Apr '72
Portrait 36:49 Apr '72

MCELWAIN, HENRY E., JR.
Portrait 6:15 Jun '42
Statement from our new president 6:15 Jun '42

MCGREGOR, THOMAS B.
Obituary 30:54 Mar '66
Portrait 17:110 Jun '53

MCKINLEY, JOHN (1780-1852)
Portrait Special edition:19 Jan '72

MCLANE, JOHN See MCLEAN

MCLEAN, JOHN (1775-1860)
Portrait Special edition:16 Jan '72

MCPHERSON, NORRIS
Annotations to Court of Appeals rules 12:50 Dec '47
Delay in enforcing execution lien 8:13 Dec '43
Portrait 8:13 Dec '43
Subrogated insurer as real party in interest 9:35 Dec '44

MCREYNOLDS, JAMES CLARK (1862-1946)
Portrait Special edition:23 Jan '72

MEADE, N. MITCHELL
Unauthorized practice 26:264 Sep '62

MEADOWS, JAMES B.
Portrait 33:30 Jul '69
A way with the word 33:29 Jul '69
Whose Law Day? 33:49 Jan '69

MEDIATION See DISPUTE MEDIATION

MEDICAL RECORDS
Attorneys' requests for medical information -- the physician's response, by Maull 39:12 Oct '75
Providing medical records under KRS 422.300, et. seq., by Potts 42:24 Oct '78

MEDICINE
Medicine and health, as revised by Godfrey Special edition: 39 Jan '72

MEDITATION, TRANSCENDENTAL
Meditation and rehabilitation, by Milward 42:19 Jul '78

MEEK adv. FIDELITY & COLUMBIA TRUST CO.
7:16 Jun '43
MEIGS, HENRY
Effective justice (address) 32:46 Oct '68
Judicial reflection and observation (address) 30:13
  Sep '66

MEMORIALS  See  INDIVIDUAL NAMES OF PERSONS

MENTAL ILLNESS
Handling the mental deviate, by Jensen 13:59 Mar '49
What to do about the returning drug addict in mental
  inquest proceedings, by Stephenson 35:47 Oct '71

MENTALLY RETARDED
Massachusetts Law Review (abstract) 44:54 Jan '80

MERCER COUNTY CIRCUIT COURTROOM
Photograph 40:27 Apr '76

MERRITT, DIXON
Mother of men and schools 14:126 Mar '50

MERRITT, HENRY T.
Watch those oil assignments 24:19 Dec '59

MESERVE, ROBERT W.
Tests for admission to the Bar 36:33 Oct '72

MICROCOMPUTERS  See also  COMPUTERS
The microcomputer vs. the quill: a case for automation,
  by Schneider 45:22 Jul '81

MILLER, J. BRUCE
Estate planning techniques relative to income in respect
  of a decedent 30:17 Mar '66
How to develop world peace through law 31:41 Apr '67
Portrait 30:17 Mar '66

MILLER, JOHN D.
Portrait 41:17 Jul '77
Some thoughts on the jury system 41:17 Jul '77

MILLER, LAURA E.
Latin-American divorces (address) 10:25 Dec '45
Portrait 3:9 Sep '39
Woman's place in the legal profession 2:22 Mar '38

MILLER, PERRY B.
The new uniform rules of civil procedure for the district
  courts of the United States 2:14 Jun '38
Some aspects of our federal laws and federal jurisdiction
  and procedure 1:15 Jun '37
State and federal administration of criminal justice
  2:12 Sep '38
MILLER, SAMUEL F. (1816-1890)
Portrait 27:26 Mar '63

MILLER, SHACKELFORD, JR.
Portrait 26:cover May '62

MILLER, WARREN B.
Portrait 40:24 Oct '76

MILLER, WILBUR K.
Portrait 26:cover Nov '62

MILLER, WILLIAM A.
Changes in Kentucky civil rules of procedure (effective June 1, 1960) 24:135 Mar '60

MILLER, WILLIAM A., SR.
An overview of the No-fault Act (KRS Chapter 304.39) 44:18 Apr '80
Portrait '44:18 Apr '80

MILLIKEN, G.D., JR.
Portrait 10:192 Jun '46

MILLIKEN, JAMES B.
The campaign trial Special edition:79 Jan '72
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Social security 30:31 Sep '66
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RIGHT TO DIE
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ROSENSTEIN, SAMUEL M.
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reorganized under the Act of 1934. 1:7 Dec '36
ROSENSTEIN, SAMUEL M., continued
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The lawyer speaks to the high school student 11:129 Jun '47

WAR CRIMES TRIALS See also INTERNATIONAL LAW
The Nuremberg trial, by Parker 11:157 Jun '47
Nuremberg war crimes trials, by Swearingen 12:11 Dec '47

WAR EFFORT, ROLE OF BAR IN See also LAWYER-VETERANS;
NATIONAL DEFENSE, ROLE OF BAR IN
American history in the schools 6:14 Sep '42
Report of committee on war work 7:55 Jun '43, 8:55
Jun '44
Tire rationing 6:8, 40 Sep '42

"WAR ON POVERTY" See ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ACT OF 1964

WAR RISK INSURANCE See INSURANCE, WAR RISK

WARD, DON A.
Portrait 29:10 May '65

WARD, JOHN L.
Portrait 27:49 Nov '63
A short course for defense attorneys in criminal law
27:49 Nov '63

WARD, SAM
Lamentations of Sam Ward 29:31 Jul '65, 30:7 Mar '65

WARE, JAMES C.
Historical outline of educational television in
Kentucky 30:33 Jul '66
Portrait 30:33 Jul '66

WARRANTS
Affidavits for search warrants, police-prosecutors
cooperation, by Ousley 29:25 Sep '65
Nighttime searches in Kentucky, by Givan 43:23 Oct '79
Should the judge issue warrants, by Igleheart 28:31 Jul '64
WARREN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Photograph 23:cover Dec '58

WARREN, EARL
A study into how the attorneys of Lexington, Kentucky envision the Warren and Burger Supreme Courts, by Roper 38:32 Apr '74

WARREN, GEORGE
Conducting a traffic court 7:20 Jun '43

WARREN, JAMES H.
Obligation of a judge to the lawyer (address) 26:313 Nov '62

WASHER, BEN F.
Portrait 28:27 Mar '64
Refresher courses for G.I. Joe 9:160 Sep '45
Tribute and obituary 28:27 Mar '64

WASSON, ROY D.
Drafting special verdict instructions and interrogatories 46:14 Jan '82
Portrait 46:14 Jan '82

WASTE BY MORTGAGOR
California Law Review (abstract) 41:50 Jan '77

WASTING ASSETS DOCTRINE
Depletion of assets 3:19 Sep '39

WATER RIGHTS
Private environmental litigation, by Martin 36:26 Jan '72
Water boundaries, by Read 8:10 Sep '44

WEATHERFORD, JOHN ELY
An ancient title 36:30 Apr '72

WEBB, JOSEPH D.
Tax titles in Kentucky 4:20 Sep '40

WEBB v. COMMONWEALTH
14:164 Jun '50

WEBSTER COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Photograph 21:cover Sep '57

WEINBERG, MARTIN S.
The equine frozen partnership: how to win the estate stakes 46:18 Oct '82
Portrait 46:18 Oct '82
WEISS, ALLAN
Early history of the Kentucky Court of Appeals 29:4 Jul '65
Portrait 29:32 Mar '65
Search and seizure 29:32 Mar '65

WELLS, J.K.
A co-op law library for the small town Bar 24:147 Jun '60
Portrait 30:55 Mar '66
The unassumed risks; Whittaker v. Cole, the end of a doctrine 30:55 Mar '66

WELSH, ALFRED J.
Our brother's keeper? The impaired attorney 46:22
Oct '82

WENCHEL, J.P.
Procedure by taxpayers before treasury department tribunals 10:37 Dec '45

WEST KENTUCKY BAR ASSOCIATION
First annual meeting, July 10, 1929 (Photograph) 12:126
Jun '48

WESTBERRY, B.M.
Chief Justice Burger should apologize to lawyers 42:11
Jan '78
Judiciary branch must maintain independence 41:13 Jul '77
Mineral law overlooked 40:15 Apr '76
Portrait 41:13 Jul '77
Professional responsibility 41:10 Oct '77

WHEELER, CHARLES
Uniform state laws 26:316 Nov '62

WHEELER, JAMES G.
Paducah lawyer honored by A.B.A. 31:30 Apr '67

WHITE, BEVERLY
Outstanding service award 27:15 Jul '63

WHITE, J.R.
The ideal Kentucky judge 8:30 Mar '44

WHITE, JOHN D.
Portrait 40:25 Oct '76

WHITE, SIDNEY
Your client and his debt troubles 33:35 Jul '69

WHITE v. JAYNE
14:199 Sep '50
WHITESELL, HUNTER B.
Recent changes in Kentucky's centralized purchasing system 28:30 Nov '64

WHITMER, LESLIE G.
Access to courts (editorial) 40:17 Jul '76
Appointed director-treasurer of Kentucky Bar Association 37:60 Oct '73
Are you a learned professional? 39:27 Apr '75
Bar Foundation wins 46:12 Jul '82
Better communications with laymen 42:22 Jul '78
Changing our code of professional responsibility 44:15 Jan '80
Cost of legal services: the legal fee 45:19 Jan '81
Disciplinary procedures -- rules and suggestions 41:23 Jan '77
Disciplinary rules held constitutional 41:22 Apr '77
Discipline in federal courts 42:23 Apr '78
Effective use of English 46:10 Jan '82
Extensive rule 3 amendments 42:17 Jan '78
The first convention of the Kentucky Bar, December 15, 1871 35:69 Oct '71
Frivolous lawsuits 43:33 Jan '79
Group and prepaid legal services: an interim report 37:23 Oct '73
Group and prepaid legal services, phase 1: standards 36:21 Jul '72
Group and pre-paid legal services, phase 2: a plan 43:17 Apr '79
KBA heritage 40:23 Jan '76
Kentucky disciplinary rules and the Clark report: twins, not distant cousins 34:20 Oct '70
Lawyer advertising -- another chapter 46:12 Apr '82
Lawyer's responsibility to the legal profession 45:13 Apr '81
Malpractice 42:22 Oct '78
Oral arguments 40:18 Apr '76
Paralegals: here to stay 43:14 Jul '79
Portrait 41:23 Jan '77
Protection to the public Special edition:84 Jan '72
Some ethical matters 44:18 Jul '80
Trial briefs: essential preparation 40:15 Oct '76
What makes the Association work? Pro bono work 44:16 Apr '80
Words: 39:23 Oct '75
Your support needed (Judicial Article) 39:20 Jul '75
WHITTAKER v. COLE
The unassumed risks; Whittaker v. Cole, the end of a doctrine, by Wells 30:55 Mar '66

WICKER, PHILLIP K.
Portrait 39:11 Apr '75
The 'thin air' verdict rule in Kentucky condemnation cases 39:10 Apr '75

WIGMORE, JOHN H.
The citizen as juror 11:210 Sep '47
A new way to nominate Supreme Court judges 10:153 Mar '46

WILHOIT, ANTHONY
Appointed first Kentucky Public Defender 37:11 Jan '73
Portrait 40:25 Oct '76

WILHOIT, HENRY R., JR.
Portrait 45:cover Jul '81

WILLIAMS, CHARLES A.
The contribution you can make 26:112 Mar '62
Little things mean a lot (8 1/2" x 11" paper), guest editorial 42:9 Apr '78

WILLIAMS, JEREMY S.
The Law of Sentencing and Corrections (book review) 41:50 Jan '77

WILLIAMS, JOHN FRED
Needed: a limited revision of Kentucky's constitution (address) 24:188 Jun '60

WILLIAMS, SQUIRE N., JR.
The ancient writs of mandamus and prohibition 26:262 Sep '62
Itinerary of a case in the Court of Appeals 26:110 Mar '62
Portrait 26:110 Mar '62

WILLIAMS-STEIGER ACT
Kentucky occupational safety and health practice, by Waddell 45:24 Apr '81

WILLIAMS v. PAYNE
42:12 Jan '78

WILLIS, PAUL A.
Call on the University of Kentucky law library 36:33 Jan '72

WILLIS v. JONSON
2:10 Sep '38
WILLS. See also LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS; PROBATE LAW AND PRACTICE.

Documents of title in ancient Rome, by Gill 4:25 Jun '40

A fifty-year will fight 6:27 Sep '42

People who make wills, by Phelps 7:10 Mar '43

The recording of wills, by Kelley 29:14 Mar '65

Report of special committee (changes in intestate and dower statutes) 8:7 Mar '44

Self-proved wills in Kentucky: problems and recommendations, by Schneider 45:22 Jan '81

Settlement of estates in circuit court, by Schmitt 37:37 Oct '73

Texas Law Review (abstract) 41:45 Oct '77

The unusual will of Hon. John L. Darrouzet, of Galveston, Texas 2:17 Sep '38

Wacky wills, by Hyman 10:185 Jun '46

Wills, trusts and estates 30:38 Nov '66

WILLS, LANDON
Observations of a country boy 28:7 Nov '64

WILSON, C.C.
Should the eligibility rules governing applicants for admission to the bar be made more stringent? Two contrary views 2:14 Mar '38

WILSON, E.B.
The beloved relative 13:65 Mar '49

WILSON, GEORGE S.
Portrait 12:124 Jun '48

WILSON, HENRY JACK
Lawyers are born -- not made 14:162 Jun '50

WILSON v. BATES
15:23 Dec '50

WILSON, WILLIAM L.
Portrait 27:cover Jul '63

WINE, JAMES W.
Named special assistant to U.S. Secretary of State 30:61 Nov '66

WINN, ROBERT H.
Our new laws 6:16 Sep '42

WINTERS, GLENN R.
Judicial selection reform today 21:127 Jun '57

Public relations: a two-way street! 18:13 Dec '53

Silver anniversary of the judicial council movement (address) 13:78 Mar '49
WIRETAPPING  See also PRIVACY, RIGHT OF
Limited wiretapping, by Sowle 29:42 Mar '65

WISE v. CHANDLER
2:10 Dec '37

WITNESSES  See also EXPERT WITNESSES
How to educate your witness, by Clay 13:73 Mar '49
Pointers for witnesses, by Davis 29:58 Jan '65
The psychology of testimony, by Stanley 4:14 Sep '40
Some things about witnesses, by Smith 8:37 Jun '44

WOLFFORD, G.W.E.
Creation and accomplishments of the Judicial Council
5:31 Dec '40

WOLFORD, LEO T.
Liability of public officers for acts of their subordinates,
depuies, and employees (address) 14:11 Dec '49

WOMEN LAWYERS  See also LAWYERS
Another Kentuckian heads National Association of Women
Lawyers (Victoria V. Gilbert) 20:4 Dec '55
Ault, Martha M. (portrait) 28:14 May '64
Black, Gladys Christine Williams (candidate for KBA vice
president) 36:8 Jan '72
Digest of Women Lawyers and Judges, book by Laura Miller
Derry (exhibited at convention) 15:33 Dec '50
Foust, Mary Louise (photograph) 20:67 Mar '56
How a woman prosecutor feels about her job, by Briscoe
5:30 Dec '40
Kirtley, Louise Grasser (portrait) 28:14 May '64
Louisville's women lawyers (photo) 3:7 Sep '39
Mackey, Blanch, first woman assistant Attorney General of
Kentucky (portrait) 7:9 Sep '43
Nedde, Joyce (portrait) 28:14 May '64
Woman's place in the legal profession, by Miller 2:22 Mar '38
Women lawyers at Havana (International Women Lawyers
Association) 10:25 Dec '45
Women to be heard 10:139 Mar '46

WOOD, HOUSTON J.
Splitting the cause of action in tort claims 2:20 Dec '37

WOOD, HOUSTON L.
Should the eligibility rules governing applicants for
admission to the bar be made more stringent? Two
contrary views 2:14 Mar '38

WOOD, JAMES R.
New public advocate structure in Southeast Kentucky
43:37 Jan '79
WOODFORD COUNTY COURTHOUSE
Photograph 35:cover Jan '71

WOODS, JEFF A.
A time chart for Kentucky appellate practice 43:13 Oct '79

WOODSON, J.R., JR.
Investigations 27:36 May '63

WOODSON, MARSHALL B., JR.
Why not a fair return -- a private practitioner's view 23:198 Sep '59

WOODWARD, ERNEST
Obligation of established lawyers to those newly admitted to the bar 15:13 Dec '50
Obligations of older lawyers to beginners 15:101 Jun '51
When denial of nominal damages for a legal wrong is reversible 23:204 Sep '59
Work less and like it! 19:17 Dec '54

WOOLDRIDGE, D.E.
May lawyers have social security through fiduciary earnings? 18:21 Dec '53

WORKERS' COMPENSATION See also LEGAL ETHICS -- OPINIONS; SOCIAL SECURITY; WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT; WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD
Compensation of employees who have received a prior injury, by Hyden 9:150 Sep '45
Important defects in the proposed Workmen's Compensation Act, by Carter 28:48 Mar '64
Legislative changes in workers' compensation: the pendulum swings, by Patterson 46:30 Oct '82
New workmen's compensation law, by Glazer 36:43 Jul '72
The new workmen's compensation rules, by Schilling 44:22 Jan '80
No room for equity, by Hazlett 31:27 Jan '67
Otis Maggard -- the case of the confusing "note", by Samuel 38:22 Oct '74
A portion is three...towards an evaluative approach to pre-injury disability, by Schilling 42:16 Oct '78
Some needed changes in the Workmen's Compensation Act, by Edrington 9:56 Mar '45
Workmen's compensation practice, by Bull 1:16 Sep '37

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION See WORKERS' COMPENSATION

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT
1:16 Sep '37
Important defects in the proposed Workmen's Compensation Act, by Carter 28:48 Mar '64
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT (1973)
New workmen's compensation law, by Glazer 36:43 Jul '72

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD
1:16 Sep '37

WORLD COURT
American University Law Review (abstract) 43:51 Apr '79

WORLD LAW See also INTERNATIONAL LAW
How to develop world peace through law, by Miller 31:41 Apr '67
The Washington world conference on world peace through law, by Rhyne 30:23 Sep '66
World conference on peace through law, Athens, Greece, by Matthews 27:41 Nov '63
World peace through world law (address), by Rhyne 23:157 Jun '59

WORLD WAR VETERANS' ACT
3:19 Jun '39

WRIGHT, E.L.
Urge voluntary restraints on crime reporting 28:36 May '64

WRITS See also EXECUTIONS (LAW); HABEAS CORPUS; MANDAMUS; PROHIBITION (WRIT); WARRANTS
The ancient writs of mandamus and prohibition, by Williams 26:262 Sep '62
Is the writ de ventro inspiciendo abolished by the new code of criminal procedure? 28:25 Sep '64

WYATT, WILSON W.
The model, state Administrative Procedures Act as viewed by a legislator 27:38 Nov '63
Portrait 27:38 Nov '63
Tax discrimination against lawyers 14:155 Jun '50

YEAGER, L.C.J.
The natural business year 16:153 Jun '52

YOUNG, JAMES B.
Uniform Commercial Code: list of textbooks and publications 26:108 Mar '62

YOUNG, WILLIAM A.
Kentucky's constitution 11:143 Jun '47

YOUNGER LAWYERS CONFERENCE
First meeting 6:19 Jun '42
YOUTH EDUCATION PROGRAM
Report from the State Department of Education, by Corns 37:55 Jul '73
Six months' report, by Long 37:53 Jul '73
Statewide youth education program moves forward!, by Long 37:6 Apr '73

ZEIDMAN, PHILIP F.
Economic growth through self help: a proposal to the Kentucky Bar 30:24 Mar '66

ZONING See also CITY PLANNING; LAND USE; URBAN RENEWAL
Abatement of non-conforming uses and structures, by Sussna 35:59 Jan '71
Apartment zoning trends, by Sussna 36:42 Oct '72, 38:52 Jan '74
Avoiding P.U.D. stumbleblocks, by Sussna 37:26 Apr '73
A lawyer in the wilderness, by Care and Stephens 33:19 Apr '69